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1. Introduction 

I

I_E_ 1-s t_r_i_b_u_t_i _on_/ ____ ..J 

Ava1bu1 Uty- Codes i; i~jf ~::'··-
.J.. 

Knowledge representatio1 ii widely regarded II a ce1tral problem ill · ar&iacial iDteWge1ce. How
ever, &here appean &o be Do convergeace or opinion 11 &o the form a knowledge representation 
11s&em should &ate, the principles it should embody, or e•en what ill aoal should be. WJaiJe pro
areu iD &he put decade bu led &o a Dumber or iD&eres&ing &heories and uelul programming for
malisms, &Ilia research hu also railed doub&a about tbe adequacy or &he loundatioas or muy ol 
&heae ideu,(e.1., see Brachman 1970). 

r___,J '"\) 

jbt this pape~ presen&~me obeervations about the knowledge repreae1&ation 1elaemes now iD 
common use. Some of these observations are critiques or these 1ehema, or exte11ioa1 or critiques 
made by othera. To remedy eome or tlaae problems, a new theory of knowledge repraeatatioD ii 
propoted. Tlae &beory attempts &o encompua representational ideu that have emerged from 
dilere1t tcbools or thought. iD particular from work ill semutie aetworb, frames, frame seman-
t~, an~ ~nce.!tual Depe1den_!:) / 

In many cues, &Jae problems and aolutioia descri~d herein laa•e already muilested themse!Yes iD 
other tcbemes. To the extent &bey laave, &Ilia paper should be viewed u a eodi&catioa of idea., 
currently in tbe field . However, I believe thit.&lae full implieation or these developments bu yet 
&o be realized. When one follows them &o their ' Jo~ical conclutioD, a 1igni&cu&ly dilere1t view or 
bowledg~-~.!~!esen&a&ion !~!~~~:. · --~ ----- ...,-, ' r J. , • ~ .; 

... I I t t • r ,· r " 

,....The--theory ·propoeed-laer~.....aamber- or -,alient-claanctedaties~ ·It eadones a prolileratio1 or 
.,, concepts, each represeated II a dia&iDct entity. Tlae theory ii anilorm witb respect to dilere1t 

coaceptual domai11. Nevertlaeleu, tlae representational scheme detcribed by the theory attempCa 
&o meet certain desirata for a meaning representation. We detcribe these criteri/u principles or 
odcpoc,, 1'nterprdo6iliC1, ani/ormitJ, econom,, ud cogniCive corruponllaaet. { k {2- ) e--
Motivated by &bese priDciples, &be theory eliminates the lrarne/,lot distiDction louad iD frame
bued languages (alternatively, Dode/61k distinction found ill 1ema1tic network·bued 111tema). 
ID i&a place ii a DeW notion called the 16,otutc/11pcctuol distiDc&ion. ID addition, &be theory 
incorporates u representational en&ities notio11 remilaiscent of natural langua,e metaphoric ud 
me&onymic relationalaips. Tlail ii done through a mechanism called 11icv,1. 

•'Tlila Reiearcla wu eponeond in pan by ,1ie Dtfenee Ad,uced Reeearch Projecta Agency (DOD), ARPA order No. 4871, 
monl&ared by ,he Spate a NaYII Warf'are Syet.tme Commud under convad NCJ003g.U.C-OOH and by, ,he Office ol Na
ni R•arch under contract N00014-80-o.o732. 
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AJ I wm a,&emp, '° demon1tra&e, ,he theory allowa ror the representation or aome ideu that in 
the put have only been represented procedurally, iDrormally, or not at all. 

I. Prtnclpln of Repretentatlon 

Berore we can discun the merits or variou1 repreaentational ays&em1, we need to have IOme under· 
1tanding or what it is that a representational 1y1tem 1bould achieve. Uaually, we think or a 
repreaentational 1y1tem u a language. AJ aucb, principle, that have been 1ta&ed about repreten· 
tationaJ ay1tem1 ban or&en been cut in terma or a propertiet or a reprnenta,ional language'• 
ayntax and aemantict. Some principlea that cou,rain a laoguage'• 1yntax and aemantict have 
been atated by otben. Let u1 begin by reviewing a venion or 1ucb principles: 

1. Eplatemologlcal Adequacy 

Fin, propoaed by McCarthy and Hayn (196g), principle 1ta&e1 ,bat ,he more our language lets us 
express, the be,&er off we are. 

t. Jnterpretablllty 

The invene or epistemological adequacy ii interpre,ability. Thia meau tha, i, is detirable tor as 
many exprasion• or ,be language &o be meaningful u po•lble. The idea here is that ·we wan, 
anything we can say in the language to have tome interpretation (although, or coune, it might be 
incorrect). 

a. Uniformity 

The best knowledge representation 1y1tem it one ,ba, all ,w1 ,be expre11ion or widest variety or 
objects within it. Tbe way in which it don to must depend minimally on ,he con&ent wbicb is 
being represented. Tbit is &be criterion of vn1'/ormit1, 1tated by researcben u far back u Quil
lian (1968), and elaborated upon recendy by Maida (1984). 

Tbil principle appean &o be ra,ber well accepted today (although apparently, Do& univenally. See 
for example ,be Kryp&on 1y1,em or Brachman, Fiket and Levaqae (1083)), Suffice k '° say tba, 
tbe ex,reme oppoai&e po,ition ia .. rabid procedaraliem", i.e., the idea ,bat there are no interating 
generaliza.,ion1 beyond tboae or lilt proceuillg (or tome aucb). la contrast, the uDirormi,y lobby 
promote, a declarative knowledge bue ud a contcientiou iaterpre&er. 

The relative complexity or the interpreter and the repretentation ia what it at stake. Will the 
same interpreter bandit all knowledge, or must 1peciali1ed interpreter, be propo,ed? 11 ao, bow 
far from rabid proceduralillm (i. e., tbe ultimate in specialized in&erpre&en) can we get! While the 
anitormity po,ition ,till appean promising, and it adopted here, we bave no a priori guarantee 
that it it correct. ID tbe wont cue, this poaition simply dege1era&e1 iD&o proceduraliam, to adopt.
mg it appears '° be &be correct raearcb 1&rategy. 

,. Economy 

We 1bould prefer one repre,entation over another because it it more economical, according to 
some metric. For example, one formalitm for expressioat might be able '° express tbe tame tacts 



u1e1u1 aa ,neae pnnc1p1a are, ,aey omai a gra, aw. •• pan1cu1ar1 &De)' 1arge11 negiee, &De 1ac, 
thu our representational languages are more like natural languages tbaa we are usually willing to 

004 admit. Along with a syntax aad a eemaatic1, a natural language comes with a set uadentaadiag1 
or how that language ia to be used. For example, to uee a natural language, we need to be guided 
by principles like "1ay that which you beliewe wW communicate what you waat to express", and 
.. be concise". Without such principles, we would have no notion at all of what &o do witb a 
language. 

A representational system, it seems, bu much tbe same property. It coasiatl of botb a language, 
and a 1et or guidelines for expressing ideas in tbat laaguage. Tbe language is usually relatively 
easy to formalize. It may comprise categories like predicates, arguments and quaati8en, or 
frames aad alots, or nodes ud links, ud may or may not presume some vocabulary (particular 
quaati8en, a frame for "thing", the link "ISA", a set of primitives, etc.). And we caa state prin
ciples sucb aa tboae above that may help us evaluate a laagauge. 

Tbe set of guidelines on bow that language ia &o be uaed ia just as mucb a part of a representation 
system, although it is rarely made explicit. For example, a frame-baaed language suggests tbt, 
to u~-. it properly, we should represent certain kiads of conceptl as frames, aad aspects of those 
coacepta as slots of thoee frames. Tbua the frame for "penoa" usually is taken to bave a alot for 
"name", but not, say, for "aaparagaa". Thia ii obvious not beeauee of any property of the 
representation language, but because of some unstated intuition about tbe nature of concepts like 
"person", and the relation of such concepts to tbe representational framework. 

Likewise, moat semantic network system make strong assump&ioas about what will be a node and 
wbat wiJJ be a link. Tbese might be verbs and case relations, respectively. Similarly, in predicate 
calculus, certain ideas seem to be bet&er candidates for predicates and ot2aera ror arguments. 
"Joba left" ia iavariably repreeeated aa "LEFT(JOHN)", aad not, s-r, "JOHN(LEFT)". Wbat 
rationale there might be for doing so ia not part of the laaguag, per ae. 

Sometimes an elort is made to explicitly present usage guidelines. For example, Conceptual 
Dependency {Schaak 1975) baa the explicit guideline of caaonical form. The particular vocabulary 
supplied .wida the laaguqe ii then justi8ed in part hy i&a conformaaee to this coaatraiat. In addi. 
tion, the Principle of Econom7 applies to represeatation language use II well. Dilerent eeta of 
expreuioaa within a given formalism mq be favottd over one another because one eet is 1impler 
or more efficient &o work with, etc. 

la 1eneral, though, the prineiples that de&ermiae representation language use are much harder to 
articulate than tboee of represeatation language adequacy. Indeed, they are alm01t always lel't oa 
an intuitive level. "leave" just feema like a much better predieate thaa does "John". It 1eems 
reaaoaable that we bave frames ror penon, places, aad things. 

Underlying these practices appears to be u important principle. Tbis ii daat the c:hoiee of a par
ticular usage of repreaentatioa ia motivated by bow one conceives of Uaat wbic:b is being 
repreaented. For example, ii one coaceives of certain entities as individual, (whatever thou are), 
tftea these should be denoted by eon1taats in oae'1 theory. 01 course, one need not do so to have 
a legitimate model. But it seems that one must do so to have a compelling one. . 

I term thil idea, that tbe choice of the content put into a repreaentatioa laaguage preauppoaes a 
theory of cogaitioa, aa the priaciple of co,niti11e eorrupondmce. More precisel7, we can 1tate this 
priaciple as rollows: 
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.... 
Tbe Principle of Cognitive Cornaponducea 

A particular repre,entotion for o particular item mu,t 6e ,u,,ortetl 61 it, corre,pontlence to laov, 
tlaat item i, cognizetl. 

Cognitive Correspondence provides a juati&catioD ror having predicates correspondinJ &o Yerbs, or 
constant. corresponding to individuals, or rrama ror people, places and things. Tbe juti8cation 
is that such a correspondence captures a underlying cognitive reality. or courae, stating that 
1omethita1 is cognitively real does Dot make it so - additional argumen&a, empirical or otherwise, 
must be supplied to support any such particular conjecture. Nevertheleea, it ii an appeal &o thia 
principl, tbat seems ultimatl,y decisive. 

More generally, there may be dilerent kind, or meaning• we propose, each of which must 
correspond to a difference in our representation. For example, consider sente/rererace diatinc
tions. Suppose that tbe pbrues 0 the third man 01 the ldt", 0 ber", and "tbe Morning Star" are 
corererential with "John Smith", "Susan Underhill" and "tbe planet Ve1u", respectively. Ir each 
pair ia understood aa beiDg corelerential, then, according to Cognitive Correspondence, there must 
be some element or our representation that denotee thia common meaning. However, undentaad
iDg a phrase's sense ia a quite different rrom comprehending its rererent. If we believe that a 1tnse 
ia comprehended en route to determining tbi referent, then, again according to tbe PriDciple, we 
are requm to have another, different representation ror each member or each pair. Each or these 
representations woutd denote a pbrue's aen1e. 

M tbia example 1ugge1u, Cognitive Correspondence ia a rather powerful constraint. Couider 
bow this principle would be ued in constraining tbe po11ible repraentations for tbe meaning or 
natural language utterances. Suppoee we wut to represent a 1entence like 

(1) Jan give Lynn a beating. 

Intuitively, this 1eem1 to share a large meaning component with some pbrues inYolving "bit", 
such u 

(2) Jan bit Lynn repeatedly. 

Thia ia true because one cogniita the 8nt pbrue II referring to bitting rather tban giving. Thus, 
by the Principle or Cognitive Correspondence, the representatioD correaponding to (1) and (2) 
should be similar, but both quite di8'erent from that for many other phruet involving the verb 
"give". -

Similarly, consider tbe rollowing sentence: 

(3) When John visited Mary at the hospital, be took ber 8owen. 

Moat readen undentand (3) to mean that John brought Mary 8owen, rather than that be took 
her 8owen away from ber. Thu,, to represent an understanding of this sentence requires eome 
term that diferentiatei one sense or "take" from the otber. 

One coneequence or this principle, tbea, ia that it ii insaffleient to represent verbs such u "give" 
ud "talte" by entities that correspond directly to them. ID othu words, a meaning repreltDt~ 
tion must not posses, the 1ame ambiguities u does natural language surface text. 
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Tbu, it appean that adbereace t.o the Principle of Cognitive Correspondence eataill adherence t.o 
tome venion of the doctrine of canonical form. The doctrine or canonical form ia a1ually taken t.o 
mean that the representation of identical ideu should always be identical. Indeed, tome ol the 
arguments olered above are similar t.o thoee used by Schank (1975) to motivate bis repraeatatioD 
1y1teni. 

However, the doctrine or canonical form baa not been widely accepted. II this doctrine is 
incorrect, then tbe more general Principle of Cognitive Correspondence is in jeopardy. 

1.1.1. Arsumenta Aaaln1t Canonlcal Form Revlaltecl 

I believe the lack of acceptance of this doctrine is due largely to a miaundentanding. Tbe 
miauadentanding is a confusion about tbe relation of canonical form t.o wbat ia often termed 
"decompoaition illt.o primitives." Once tbia distinction is made, the rejection ol canonical form 
would appear to be indefensible. Moreover, its acceptance would be compatible with representa
tional systems not subject to tbe decomposition restricted, which, as I shall argue below, ia unwar
ranted. 

To defend canonical form, it. ia necessary to review t.be particular objectioDI voiced agains& the 
doctrine. Probably the most direct and forceful are those of Woods (1075). Thus I shall be con
cerned bere largely witb bil objections. 

Woods makes thret arguments against. the existence and utility of canonical forms. Fim, Woods 
claims that, even if there ia a canonical form for English sentences it may very well be uncomput
able. Tbat is, there may be no elective procedure for determining if two sentences should bave 
tbe same form. Tbe reason for tbis de8ciency, according t.o Woode, ii tbat. t.here are certain 
mathematical structures for which it is known that there exista no computable function tbat pro
duces a canonical form for a given expression. Rather, one must search for a chain of equinlence 
tranalormations for each pair of (pouibly) equivalent expreuions. It tbil is the cue for English 
seatencea, there can be no car.onical meaning representation, as no canonical form can be com· 
puted from an individual sentence. 

Next, Woods claims that tbe computational advantage of canonical form is illusory because one 
rarely needs to determine if two things are paraphrases. Rather, one ia most often interested in 
implication in one direcUoa, i.e., wbet.ber t.be one expreuioo logically entails aaot.ber, not wbet.ber 
they are the same. Since canonical form does not eliminate tbe need tor inference in these '-Uel, 
but only wbea one baa full logical equivalence, the actual computational complexit.y of one's sys
tem is not diminished. 

The &aal argument ia tbat complex concepts, like .. uncle", for example, need t.o be stored directly. 
Tbe problem ia t.bat. there ia a kind or ambiguity in coacepta like "uncle", aiace oae can be an 
uncle by being either the brother of a mother or a brother or a father. Since there is no way 
determine from a part.icular assertion or unclebood which of these is the case, there is no sing~ 
form to reduce tbis assertion t.o. Since there ia no single form, one would be compelled to store 
"uncle" as a concept in tbe system. We could then make assertions that particular individuals are 
uncles. However, we might also bave some assertions tbat 10m• individuals are ·brothers or 
fatben, say, wit.bout tbe explicit assertion t.bat tbeae are indeed anclee. But. tben we would bave 
some uncles represented one way, and others represented other ways, aod oar representation 
would not be canonical. 
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Let aa now example these arnument.s in revene order. The evidence given by Woods that there ia 
ao way to avoid having a pmlicate "uncle" in one's 1y1tem is that "Lindsay had no good solution 
to tbia problem". Therefore "It seems that ror handling 'vague' predicates such u !JDCle •.. we 
must make some prov:Sion for storing such predicates directly." Of coune, it ia all to euy merely 
to diamiaa tbia argument simply becauae it ia, iD elect, not ao argument at all. A particular 
at.tempt by a particular researcher to solve a problem does not mean tbat there ii no solution. In 
fact, there are a number or rather obvious aolutiooa to thil particular problem that not only 
preserve canonical form but also allow decomposition into primitives. For example, we could 
uaume that "parent'', rather than "mother" or "father", ia a buic term. In this cue, the 
de!lnition or "uncle" (which, contrary to Woode claim, ii Dot "vague" at all, but merely contains 
a quite precise disjunction) ia eaaiJy expreuible without recourse to an "uncle" predicate (i. e., 
"uncle" ia simply "brother or parent") Alternatively, one could allow "or" to be a permiuable 
part of one's representational vocabulary, and represent ''John's uncle" u something akin to "the 
brother o( John's mother or father". In either cue, no "uncle" node is strictly neceasary; tbe 
resulting system would have both canonical form u well u be decompoeitional. 

or courae, this rather trivial fallification of Woods' argument is beside the point. The reaaoa ii 
that there i, no tm,ion at all between the doctrine of canonical form and ,,,tem, tahicl& ha11e 
node, correapondirg to higher-level concept,. Indeed, I shall argue below that both element.a are 
necessary . 

lo particular, let us confront Woods' aaaertion ihat having terms "uncle" u well u terms like 
"brother", "aiater" and "father" in one's representational vocabulary leads to non-canonical 
representations. Consider two representations, one or which ii sometbins like 

(4) UNCLE(Bill,Joba) 

and another which similar to 

(5) BROTHER(Bill,Al) and FATHER(Al,Joba) 

According to Woods, these both denote the fact that Bill is the uncle of John. However, we now 
must have two representations that mean the same thing; hence the represent.atioD is not canoni
cal. 

Tbis uaertion is simply ralae. It is true in both cues that that BiU ia the uDcle or John, but it 
does not follow that both represeDt.ations mean the same thing. For example, the uaert.ion that 
Bill is the uncle of John is con1iatent with &he poeaibility that BUI bu no brother, wbile the user· 
tion tbat Bill is the brother or John's ratber is not. The two expreuioas are not tru&b
condit.ioaally equivalent, which is probably the moat accepted aeceuary condition for an 
equivalence or meaning. 

But certainly, reprneat.ation1 (4) and (5) share some meaning in commoa. Aad &he doctrine of 
canonical form should require this commonality to be represented idtntically. So doa't the two 
representations violate the doctrine in tbia respect? 

Quite tbe contrary. For our representation to be correct, the "uncle" relatioa must be connected 
to concept.a such u "brother", "father", and .. mother" in a certain precise way (we will suggest 
an actual representation below). And it is precisely these same concept.a and relations &bit would 
be involved in a representation or an instance of a :'brother or father" or "brother of mother" 
concept. Thus, in a well-rormed representation, our deacriptioa or what it meaaa to' be an oncle 
overlaps with a description or wbat it means to be tbe brother or a father, say, precisely to the 
extent. tbat. these &bare a common meaning. But of coune, this ia exactly what conformance to 
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008 represented witb separate nodes, eacb node pointing to tbe node ror 11bitting" via aa ISA·link, or 
the equivalent. That. ill, what waa in common between tbem is in tact represented by the same 
element. In recent connectionillt propoeala, canonicality may be achieved by having units 
representing diferent ideas connected to other units representing a common component (Feldman 
and Ballard 1982). Alternatively, in a 0 pattern or activation model" (Hinton 1081), canonicality 
may be achieved by dilerent representations abaring a common aubpattern, wbere tbe aubpattern 
represents a common component. Tbua, &be canonical rorm poaition is seen aa being compatible 
with quite different representational acbemca. 

Popping to &be previous argument, Woods claim, that aiace moat inrerencea are of "one-way 
implication" rather &ban full equivalence, there would be no computational advantage of a canoni
cal representation. That is, we would want to know whether .. punching'' entails "hitting", not 
whether they are identical. Since thia requires Boding u "inference chain" between two thing, 
that are not equivalent, baviag a canonical representation does not belp. Moreover, tbe "tall 
equivalence" cue ii ju1t a special case or tbia problem, ao it "lallll out" aa a consequence or imple
menting 11ucb u inference mechanism, wbicb we are obliged tn do anyway. 

Once again, the argument is simply raise. A canonical representation directly racilitatell exactly 
the aort or one-way inference Woods states ia moat common. Here's bow: By our de&nition, in a 
canonical ayatem, it two item, abare aome meaning, tbeir representations abare a common com
ponent. ID tbe special cue or one meaning properly including &be other tben one meaning 
representation properly contain, &be other u a subpart. Hence oae-way implication ii reduced to 
the aingle simple operation or determining wlaether one representation contaiu another. All tbe 
"chaining" Woods refers to is thereby eliminated. · 

ID a bierarcbical system witb canonical form, tbis process is can be made extremely efficient. ID a 
properly coa11tructed representation, common subparts are represented by tbe aame nodes. Tbere
rore, the one-way implication ii done simply by determining ii the node representing one NHrtioa 
appears in the representation tbe otber. For example, a proper (i. e., canonical) representation or 
"punching" must include a reference to tbe concept "bitting". To determine wbetber .. hittiag" is 
implied by "puacbing", we merely look to aee ir tbe node ror "bitting" is contained in the 
representation or "punching". But tbia ia·tri,ial. 

We are left witb the &nt argument, namely, tbat tlaere may be no elective procedure to produce 
canonical rorms. Once again, we are tempted to dismiu the argument oat ot band, when we con
sider what is olered aa its support. Speci8cally, the evidence cited ror this is tbe lack of 11ucb an 
elective procedure for certain mathematical lormaliama. Tbe problem, or coune, la tbat tbia is 
merely suggestive. It 11ay11 notbiag at aD one way or tbe other about whether aucb a procedure 
exists tor natural language. Indeed, the actual elorts to produce aucb procedures bave not met 
witb computational difficulties. · 

However, we might take &bis opportunity to make a 1troager point. Even it &be lack of an 
elective procedure could be demonstrated, tbia would not matter. This is because or a ntber 
widespread miaundentuding tbat I call tbe cff cctiw procedure /olloCJI. Tbe rallacy ii &bat there 
doe• not appear to be an e/f ective procedure lor any cognitive proceu. Tbat is, cognitive 
proceaeea appear to work well enough, but not perfectly. In tbia particular (and typical) example, 
all tbat it neceuary is a procedure &bat work• to produce a canonical rorm virtually all tbe time. 
The lack or existence of an elective procedure baa no bearing whatsoever on &be existence or such 
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a virtually elective procedure. 

}J an analogy, 1uppoee I bad a computational theory or bumaa vision. However, 1uppo,e we were 
able to 1bow that my theory postulated tbe existence or 10me process for wbicb there ia no 
electively computable procedure. In reaponee, I 1uggated a heuristic metbod. In addition, 
because it la heuristic, my theory will make mistakes in certain situations. Suppoee further tbat 
tbese circumstances turn 0•1t to be exactly tboee situations in which tbe human visual system is 
subject to the optical illusions. Following Woods, you reject my theory because it is comput~ 
tional intractable; you would prefer a tbeory that waa not subject to such drawbacks. 

The fallacy ia the belief that the lack or matbematical perfection or a proposal is grounds to reject 
tbat proposal, wben the same lack or mathematical perfection exista in the underlying 
pbenomenon one ia attempting to model Thus, we are rejecting the theory because it 
corresponds too well to tbe data, but not well enough to how we wished tbe world would be. It 
certainly seems plausible that natural language understanding is not entirely algorithmic, i. e., 
tbat it involves proceaee tbat break down in some situations, that sometimes produce an 
incorrect parse, etc: . Now, one cannot eay wbetber theee pbenomeaa will be explained by a heurit
tic rather than elective procedure. But tbe point is, tbeir existence cries out for such procedures 
to be embraced u a acienti&cally plausible explanation, not to rejected them because then do not 
suit our mathematical leDle or aesthetics. 

Tbere is yet another fallacy herein, one that is in fact rather widespread in some quarters or tbe 
cognitive science community. J call this the folloc, of t/ae long run. Elective procedure argu· 
ments, and their kin, complexity arguments, are valid only it we make certain totally unreason
able assumptions. Two sucla typical assumptiona are tbat tbe size or the inputa to our aystem are 
in principle or arbitrary length, and that the kinds or dependencies that can exist locally can exist 
at an arbitraty distance. For example, in the case or language, we need to assume thal we will be 
working witb arbitrarily long sentences. U we can aasume eome actual bound to tbe aiie of our 
input, complexity classes almost always collapse into the limpest or all possible cues. 

Tbia is true in tbe elective procedure argument above, for example. ir we assume that the length 
or an input is bounded, it is euy to 6nd the elective procedures in question. Let as usume, tben, 
that no 11entence will be longer than a trillion words. Then tbe existence or an elective procedure 
is guaranteed. 

Tbus, elective procedure and complexity arguments are only true in the long ran. Bat there 
never ia a long run. }J Jobn Maynard Keynes so aptly put i&, in tbe long run, we are all dead. 

t.1.t. Cognition and Meanln1 

There is a more signi6can& point to be salvaged from tbe wreckage. Thia is tbat the acceptance 
of Cognitive Correspondence entail! the acceptance or cognition o, o pertinent component of 
meaning. Al an example, aappoee one makes the following statement: 

(6) Joba is the brother or either Bill's father or mother. 

It aeems a reasonable to reply to tbia statement by saying 

(7) Oh, you mean he'a bis uncle? 

Tbat is, it appears aa if the recognition or one tact u an inatance or the other coiaatitatea an oddi· 
tionol understanding. By the Principle of Cognitive Correspondence, tbis should require a 
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Wbat II true an some ol>Jectave aeaae. We wiU not l>elal>Or tbia i.Nue bere, o&ber &J•u &o 1a7 &Ila& 
we must justify a representation by how well it reftectl a conceptual 1y1tem aa much II bow well 
it reftectl trutb. We will return to this point in tbe discuuion or "non-factual representationa" 
below, ud again int.be section on t1iew,. 

a. Critique 

lo &bis section, I describe a number or problems with existing knowledge representation 1y1tem1. 
Tbe critique ia divided into three parts: a critique of Conceptual Dependency, a critique or frames 
and semantic networb, and a critique of predicate calculus. Eacb or tbese approaches embodies 
quite dilerent ideas about what knowledge representation is, and bu quite dilerent advantages 
and problems. It is not possible to do justice ·to any or these qatem1 bere, eo let it suffice to 117 
tbat each or them baa element.a that are essential for any good representation. My aim is to view 
them in light of representational principles. 

a.1. Tbe Problem with Coneeptual Depeadene7 

Conceptual Dependency (Schank 1916) propoaea a taxonomy or conceptual objects tbat cooaista of 
actions, states, state changes, causala, conceptual nomiaala (i. e., object.a), time descriptors, and a · 
few modi8en. Most conceptual object.a have a lxed number of "casea" (i. e., slots that can be 
8lled), whic:b, when appropriateJy 811ed, form an individual conceptualization. Tbe theory poatu
latea that an complex conceptualiiatiooa are compoeed out or combinations of a small ,et of prim· 
itive coacepta. These concept.a are primitive in that tbey are aot furtber decomposable into tbe 
other concepts; rather, their semaatica is determined by bow they are related to other element.a or 
the syatema (e. g., by iafereace procedures). 

Aa u example, the primitive act ATRANS denotes an abttract tranlfer. It takes cues for an 
ACTOR (i. e., action initiator), an OBJECT (the thing transferred), and a RECIPIENT aad a 
DONOR. Tbua "Jobo gave a l;alJ &o Mary" is represented u u ATRANS with Joha beiag the 
ACTOR aad DONOR, tbe ball the OBJECT, and Mary tbe RECIPIENT. This is usually ren
dered graphically u f ollowa: 

I-> MARY 
JOHN <-> ATRANS <~ BALL <-R· I 

1-< JOHN 

Figure I 
11 Jobo bought a ball from Mary" ia represented by two .A.TRANS standing in a relation of 
".mutual causation" to one another: One .A.TRANS represents Jobn giving some money to Mary; 
lbe otber, Mary giving tbe ball to Jobn: 
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1-> JOHN 
MARY <-> ATRANS <-+ BALL <-R· I 

I \ 111 I-< MARY 
111 111 
111 \ I I-> MARY 

JOHN <-> ATRANS <-+ MONEY <·R· I 
1-< JOHN 

Figure 2 

(Of courae, the diagrama are simplified; actual representatio11 contain additional information, 
such u Uae time of tb,: action, etc.). 

Aa these examples suggest, Conceptual Dependency (hereafter CD) bu been concerned largely 
with representation• for adiou. Important 1oala of this formaliam are that it be a coherent 
theory of meaning, that it is psych" ogicaUy plausibility, and that it facilitatet efficient inference. 
According to CD, being a coherent theory of meaning entails, among other tbinp, that the · 
representation bu canonical form, i.e., that things meaning the same thing are represented the 
same way. For example, ii we assume for the sake of tbia diacullion that "Mary received the ball 
from John" bas the same meaning u "Jobn gave Mary a ball''. then these sentences would have 
the aame CD representation, namely, tt.e reprer:atation shown in Figure I. 

PsycboJosical plausibility mean, that the representation should help account for certain psycho
logical phenomena. For example, CD helps explai11 why people have difficulty recalling the exact 
form of an utte,aace wbilt they more readily recall it.a content. The explanation ia that represent.
mg meaning separately from i.he actual words makes it pouible to recall them with dilerent 
efficacy. In particular, those repreaeatatiou tbat represent the content may be s~ed for ready 
recall, while those denoting the text it.sell may be relegated to a leuer status. Recognition 
phenomenon are accounted for similarly • a aea~nce with a dilerent surface form but the same 
meaning II a previoU& sentence would nevertheleu match the meaning representation or that leD• 

tence, thus causing the subject to "!alae alarm" to the stimulus. 

In addition, the CD form of representation ia claimed to be computationally efficient: No inf er
ence aeeds to be done to determine whether two utterances have the identical meaniag; the 
repreHDtatiou of their meanuaga will be identical if aad only ii thi, is the cue. A stronger claim 
is that i1ference in general is greatly aided by this representation. Thia claim is baaed on the fact 
that CD embodies what is aometimea ref,~ed to u "decompoai&ion into primitives": All compli
cated tbinp are represented by an assembly of primitive element.a. There ii no need for special 
inference element, for each word of a language, or each underlying idea. Jutead, we have only 
the inference routiDes auociated witll the (amaU number of) meaning primitives. For example, 
instead of a separate "buy" notion to deal with, CD represents, and hence reuons about, buying 
with a structure containing only ATRANSa, cauaals, and the like. Thus, to infer from "John 
bought a ball" that John ends up baving the ball, we Deed only apply the infftrenct routine for 
ATRANS to a piece of die underlying representation. We do this without recourse to any spe
cial information about "buy". 

Similarly, since all other words of a language that involve abstract trauf erring are mapp!d into 
repmentatiou involving ATRANS, no special knowledge or inference routines ia need for these 
words to produce the correct inferences insofar as transfening ia concerned. To tlae extent tbat 
words of a language can be decompoaed into primitivea, to that extent individual inference rou
tines may be eschewed in favor of a small number of inference rout-ea auociated with the vari
ous primitive element.a. Rather than a vaat number of inference routines, a mere h~dful will do. 

Note that DIOlt or the claims made for CD involve principle of representation language use, rather 
than principles of the language per se. For example, canonical form is a principle of language use, 
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since it determinu what it said in tbe language. Thus, the CD vocabulary ror primitives is 
presumably jut one such vocabulary that meets these goala. Other vocabularies may be propoeed 
if they adhere to thia (and other) principles. 

We will ,ave the evaluation or these principles, and or CD'• adherence to them, for the next sec· 
tion, where principles or use are discuued. For the time being, we shall loot at aome more rund~ 
mental issues. 

a.1.1. Critique 

Tbe main proble with Conceptual Dependency, u I see it, is that it la.eta "higher-level" objects. 
By thia I mean that, even if the meaning or a complex notion can be repreaented in term• or a 
simpler ones, the need to have a higher-level entity pen:ata. However, Conceptual Dtpendenc:y 
doe• not accommodate tbia need. Therefore, it is episterrologically inadequate in this respect. 

Thia problem can be illustrated in a number or way,. For example, conaider th~ claim that the 
CD reduces the inference problem by allowing inferences to be organized around conceptual primi
tives. An example due to Rieger (1076} involvea ''lpecilcation inrerenc:e". that is, the procen or 
&lling in an unllled cue alot through a primitive-related inrerence routine. Con1ider the sentence 
"John bought a .cake mix." Al detc:ribed above, the CD analysis of "buy" is two ATRANS con
ceptuali1ation1 in a "mutual cauation" relation to one another: 

1-> JOHN 
<I><-> ATRANS <-o- CAKEMDC <·R· I 

I \ II I 1-< <1> 
II I 111 
111 \ I 1-> <t> 

JOHN<-=> ATRANS <-o-MONEY <·R· I 
1-< JOHN 

Note that in tbia example, we do not bow the &lien or several of the 1lota, although we do bow 
that they are all tbe same entity. J have designated with the notation < 1 >. Among other 
things, this entity play• the role of the party wbic:b aold John the cake mix. 

One desirable type or inference ia the determination ·or the Iller of tbil slot. Rieger'• solution to 
tbia problem, and to the problem or inference in general, is to have a collection or diB'erent inrer· 
eoce routines for eac:b recognized type or inference and for eacb primitive act. For example, tbia 
kind or inference ia called rpecification inrerence, because it involves llling an un1peci8ed slot. 
Tbe inrereace would be at~mpted by a 1peeiaJi1ed ATRA.NS 1peei&cation inference routine. 
Thia routine generally auppliea an appropriate derault. ID this cue, Rieger', inrereDc:e routine 611s 
tbe empty slot with the representation or a grocery store. 

The problem here ill that the inrerence cannot properly be made by an ATRANS inrerence rou• 
tine. There ii in ract nothing about the idea of transferring eome ab1tract quality that rightly 
euggesta who might have trauferred a cake mix to someone elle. For example, 1omeone banding 
John a cake mix would alao be represented by an ATRANS with an un1peci8ed donor, yet the 
inference that the cake mix came from a grocery story would be inappropriate. Rather, the infer
ence should be entertained only when the cake mix is exchanged for eome money. In other words, 
what we have here ii Dot an inference about A TRANS • it is an inrereDc:e about buying.• 

Mating an inrerence about buying ia problematic in a system based on the kind or dec:ompoeition 

•Ac&ualt,, i\ ii ID lnl'ereeee abou& upnpacklpd rood bu,ial'', or IOIIII ncla. Tlae rad tha& .. Deed nee IIIOft 

,pecilc cat.eaoriet ODIJ uacerba1e1 Ille problem. 
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into primitives advocated in CD. What Rieger', program bad to do to be able to make ,ucb an 
inference ii cbeck to tee ii a particular ATRANS it wu examining happened to be in a mutual 
causation relation to another ATRANS that happened to involve tbe tranarer or money. ID elect, 
tbe program bad to cbec:k to eee ii it waa dealing with a caee of buylag. ID a tease, tbe program 
bad to reconatrud tbe exiatence of buying, wbicb ii explicit in tbe original aentence but only 
implicit in the CD representation. 

Now, in a sense, this problem is welt.known to Conceptual Dependency advocates. Their response 
ii that most inference requires tbe application of large quantities of world knowledge. The prob
lem is in Rieger's notion or uaference. This needs to be replaced by something closer to sc:ript
application, and other knowledge-inteDSive inference proc:eues. 

Thia response ii correct, I feel. However, tbe repre1entational consequences of it have yet to be 
felt. If organization of inference ii a primary consideration in justifying repreaeatation, and it 
inference is largely tbe product or tbe manipulation of eeaentially arbitrar/ pieces of world 
knowledge, then tbere is nothing to single out particular pieces or representation: We will need 
ubitrary elemen·ts in our representation, and CD does not bave them. 

The point of all this is tbat decomposing conceptual objects into primitives doesn't help one make 
inferences any more than it gets in the wav. It facilitates inferences about more abstract ideas, 
for example, change of poaessioo, only at the c~t of making it more difficult to make inferences 
about more complex ideas, aucb as buying. What ii more signi8cant, though, is that the idea or 
getting rid or non-primitive objects simply fails. In the example above, knowledge about the idea 
of buying sneaks in through tbe back door. It has to, because such knowledge ii aeceuary to tbe 
taak. It makes no ditrerence whether tbe theorist decides to acknowledge the existence or this con
cept in the theory - the 111,tem acknowledges it. Not according ruU citizenship to tucb conceptual 
objects does not eliminate them; if merely makes it more difficult to organize inferences about 
them. 

Note that this argument does not depend on any weakness or the particular set of primitives 
employed or the details of tbe particulu illustration. I am not raising the objection others have 
make of CD, namely, that it is an ad hoc: colltttion or particular repmentations. Quite the con· 
trary, I bav• assumed the existence or a complete and correct set or elements conforming to the 
CD spirit or things. 

The situation is not ameliorated by re&Ding the aystem because moat concepts have geatalt pro
perties, in the sense of Lakol (1977). I do not mean anything mysterious or anti-computational 
by this terminology. Rather, I use tbe term to coavey what I consider to be tbe rather straight
forward observation that concepts have properties not readily deducible from their compoaents. 
Thus, even if we believe that we have a correct decompoaition of a concept like "buying" into ita 
parts, we cannot determine from these parts that the buying or cake mixes goes on largely in gro
cery stores. 

To put it another way, having a useful renderiDg or a conceptual entity in terms or components 
does not elim;oate the need for having that conceptual eatity in one's system. But decompoaition 
into primitives a la CD denies this need. Moreover, the iaferential advaotaaes attributed to CD 
vanish with this realization. It is no longer sen,ible to talk about organizing inferences around a 
email number of objects. IDltead, all important inferencing becomes the manipulation or a large 
knowledge base or facts not derivable from a 8xed set or components. 

It is important to note at thit stage that I have not challenged moat of the tenets or CD in mak
ing this critique. In particular, I have not questioned that one reaaons about concepts rather than 
word,; that ideaa may consist of combinatioDS or simpler ideas; that canonical form is an asential 
requirement of any meaning representation, or even the existence or conceptual primitives. I 
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merely have challenged t.be idea that it. ia feasible to have a meaning represent.at.ion that. does not 
include wit.bin it a large and in principle unbound set or high-level object.a. 

My critique may seem a quibble, then. However, I believe that other errors follow from this one, 
and that a quite different representation la necessitated by it. Al evidence for this, I cite tht 
existence or what J call "unmotivated levels" in CD. To introduce thia notion, consider bow a 
complex idea like "threaten" is represented in CD. There is no speci8c CD element correspon~ing 
to "threaten"; rather, English sentences that refer to event.a invulving threatening are mapped 
iato a complex of primitive acts, similarly to the way "buy" was mapped into a complex involving 
ATR.ANS1 shown above. Thus, "threaten" per ae is aot an object in CD, where all objects are 
primitive elements. 

However, analogous to the "buy" example above, there are important inferences that require the 
existence of information that ia quite apeci6c to "threaten". For example, it is necessary to know 
that threatening is a way of getting som~body to do something they might aot do otherwile, that 
it haa certain prerequisites to its being carried out successfully, that it may bave drastic conse
quences, that certain kinda of tlireats are illegal, and so on. These facts are 1peci8c to "threat.ea" 
in that they are aot computable from its underlying primitive component.a. 

Thus, to make the inferences requiring these facts, "threaten" is introduced back into CD-baaed 
sy1t1?ms. However, it is not introduced aa an action. Instead, it is given the status of a plan. 
Plans exist on what is called the "koowle,Jge structure level" of representation, and are outside of 
the domain or CD proper (Schank and Abelson 1977). This is in contrast to elements like "tell", 
for example; This word iii generally mapped into a pure CD representation involving the primitive 
MTRANS (denoting "meat.al transfer"); no knowledge structure equivalent is postulated. 

Observe 8rst that an entity that was bauiahed OD the CD level reappears as ID entity OD another 
level. Thia ii aa it should be, since, as I have suueated, the explicit acknowledgement of these 
concepts ia necessary eventually. However, there appears to be ao good reason to propose two 
separate levela or representation. Thia must be done here only because CD is uaable to digest 
such large concepts. lo fact, thia inability bu apparently led to a serious error: The difference 
between "threaten" and simpler actions, e. g., "tell'' is aot that one ia a plan and the other ID 

action. "Jobn threatened to kill Bill" describes an action just as assuredly as "Joba told Bill he 
wnt borne." In addition, intending to tell someone something may be a plan to have that person 
know ac>mething, just as assuredly as threatening someone may be a plan for a less benign goal. 

In sum, it makes no sense to classify "threaten" as something other tbaa an action. It differs 
from CD actions only in its complexity, not in its epistemological status. Making this distinction 
violates the principle of uniformity, since it introduces distinctions where tbey are neither neces
sary nor desirable. 

The evidence for ~he lack or motivation of levels increases as additional levels are considered. For 
example, acript, (Schank and Abelson 1977) are a variety of complex events tbat, obstenaibly, 
dwell on the knowledge structure level (i. e .• tbey are not part or CD proper). However, it oae 
looks at bow references to scripts are made ia actual systems (e.g., Colliogford 1078). one usually 
eeea "Jobo au at a restaurant" represented in a manner quite like a CD form: Instead or a primi
tive act, one sees a reference to the restaurant script; a CUSTOMER case ia &lied with the partic
ular customer (in this cue, John), and a RESTAURANT case wit.b a representation for some res
taurant. 

The problem railed bere is twofold: First. tbe actual representation appears aot to be rormally 
diferent from a CD representation. So tbe claim that eomebow a different "level;, · ii involved 
seems not to be borne out functionally. More 1igni6cantly, once one allows the existence ohucb 
complex objects anywhere in the system, there seema to be no way to prevent an avalanche. II 
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we allow a "do the restaurant thing" object into the system, with auoc:iated CUSTOMER and 
RESTAURANT cases, to be used to represent a particular instance or eating at a restaurant, then 
why not also allow in a "buy" object, with asaociated BUYER, SELLER and OBJECT cues, to 
be used when representing an individual buying eve11t! A. I have been suuesting, there is no rea
son not to do so, other than the otherwise unmotivated claim that these are OD dilereot levels. 

It is possible to cite many other such cases. However, they each point to the same conclusion. 
CD tries to do without many conceptual categories, only to &nd them reappearing in some other 
part or the system. ~! not acknowledging this need, moreover, unmotivated non-uniformity is 
created where a uniform theory is possible and desirable. 

One may wonder, then, why there is such apparent resistance to letting entities proliferate in CD, 
if similar entities are being propoaed anyway. I believe there are two answers. One ia that the 
resulting system would hardly resemble CD in spirit anymore. Rather than a small, bed set or 
priviledged objects, we would have a large, open-ended set of undistinguished ones. The system 
would abo appear to be le11 language-independent, ror while a small set of pr.mitives may not be 
language speci6c, this is · less likely to be true for all complex concepts. The system would not 
even support decomposition into primitives iD the CD sense, because moat of the time we would 
refer to high-level objects rather than their decompositions. 

But perhaps a more distrening problem for CD a6cionados is that this proliferation or entities 
appears also to violate canonical form. For example, if we let in "buy", we would appear to also 
have to let iD "sell''; we would have to have a "give" concept aa well as a "receive" one. The 
commonality mean111g of the underlying ideas appears to have been lost, and this is perhaps the 
most important goal of the representation. 

l believe there is no way · out of the ftnt bind. There is simply a large number of conceptual 
objects at arbitrary levels, and they all must be accommodated. However, the second, and 
perhaps more eerious problem, I believe masi and can be eolved in a satisfactory way. The 
representational system described below ia one attempt at sucb a solution. 

In all fairne11, it should be emphasized tba'. tbe advocates or tbe CD representational system have 
long since extended their repertoire to include many otber objects not of the original CD ilk (e. g., 
Schank and Abelson 1977, Schank 1082). ID addition, I believe that CD theorists have been much 
more concerned about tbe content of tbe knowledge they represent than postulating (or even ack
nowledging) a general structure for it all. I am enamored with much of this analysis and seek to 
preserve 31 mucb or it 31 pouible. Neverthele11, I believe that my criticisms are still accurate and 
applicable. Moreover, the proliferation or conceptual entities currently being postulated by CD 

· advocates would seem to strengthen the need ror a unifying strategy such aa tbe one I propose 
below. 

a.I. Tbe Problem wltb Framea and Semantic Netwo,b 

Semantic ot.tworb and frame-based languages are probably the most popular candidates for a 
knowledge representation 1eheme. Some of the problems witb the former have been aaggested by 
Brachman (1979); these arguments generally couiat of pointing t.o ambiguities and omillions iD 
most semantic net formalisms. My arguments are mostly in the same spirit as these. However, I 
aim my arguments at frames rather ·tbao semantic networks. Tbe primary reason for this is tbat 
advocates of frame-based systems appear to have been less sensitive to tbeae arguments than have 
semantic-network theorists. Moreover, ir we add defaults and procedural att.acbmeot to semantic 
networks (aa baa been done in most recent systems), it is imposaible to difrerentiate Hinantic nets 
from fran~based systems. Thus the criticisms ofrered below are applicable to semantic networks, 
althou1.h tbey are stated in terms or frames. 
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The equivalence or rrames and semantic aetw{ · ke may need a bit or clari8catioo, aa they are not 
generally acknowledged to be eo. Al a tbeof), rrames are large chunks or iDformatioo, with ao 
emphasis oo derault.-orient.ed reasoning (Miuky 1974). Al ,uch, they are similar tot.he schemata 
or Bart.leLt (1932} and Rumelhart. (1975}, the scripts or Schank and Abeleoa (1977}, t.he scenes or 
Fillmore (1977) and the cogaitive models of Lakol (1982). Certainly, these theories of knowledge 
at.ructuriog aene an import.ant. role io current. models of cognit.ioa. J have no bone to pick with 
them u theories. 

However, practice ii another story. Several qaic.e iat.erestiog attempt.I have been made to use the 
theory or frames II a buia for a knowledge represent.at.ion language. ID all or these, moet. not.ably 
FRL (Robert.a and Gold1t.eiD 1977) and KRL (Bobrow and Winograd 1977}, a rrame is imple
mented u eome eort. or object. supporting a number or labelled slot.a. The rrama themselves are 
generally arraoged io a hierarchy. MOit rrame languages have some buill,·iD mechanisms ror 
frame and alot. manipulation. The m0&t. basic or these m~haoiama (a} allow 1lot. values to be 
inherited down a hierarchy; (b) cooat.raio t.be &lier or a slot. to be io accordance with some mer• 
supplied speci8catioo; and (c) allow the user t.o attach to slot.a procedures that are invoked io a 
variety of ways. 

For example, it ia typical ia rrame ay1tem1 t.o bave a "Penoo" rrame. Such a rrame ii apt to 
come with slots bearing the names "Address", "Name", "Age'', and 10 oo. ID addition, each 1lot. 
may be coast.rained to tolerate a certain kind or Iller. For example, "Age" may be con1t.ra!:.ed to 
be lilled by a number between O and 120, "Name" by a character at.ring, and ao on. To represent. 
a particular penon, the rrame system u1er creates a particular ioat.aoce or the "Persoa" rrame, 
and lills in thoee ,Jots for which iorormatioo is currently available. Thus, ir I want. to represent a 
penoo named John Smith who lives at. 123 Maia Street, I could create a new element., say "Per· 
eool", which I attach under "Penon" in my rrame hierarchy. lo addition, I 611 the "Name" slot 
or this element. with t.be value "John Smith", and the "Address' slot with the value .. 123 Maio 
Street.". 

It. is likely that. the "Person" rrame ii itself a point oo a hie11rchy. For example, "Penoo" is 
likely to be represented u a kind or "Animate-Beiag", or some 1ucb. lo addition, variOUI kinds or 
"Penon" probably are representf!d, such 0 Man", 0 Woman", and "Cbild". 

ID such a realiiation or frames, there ia a natural, one-to-one mapping or frames onto semantic 
networks. Namely, the frame it.aelr could be interpreted II a node, and t.be slot.I or t.be frame II 
linb. Since, in moat. rrame systems, the &lien or slots are aleo frame objects, t.be links would 
point to other nodes under the interpretation given here. 

The slots or more abstract rrames, whicb perbape have no fillers but only constraints, can be 
interpreted as the 1pecillcat.ion or whicb linb a particular semantic network node might manifest 
in a given instance. ID some eemaotic network ayat.ems, such general auert.iou are not. expreased 
in the semantic network language per se; ao io tbese cases rrame languages may be said to have 
somewhat. great.er expressive power. However, the distinc:tioa ia not. iotriuic. For example, KL
ONE (Brachman and Schmolze, 1985•) ia a semantic network hued system in wbkh these more 
abstract usert.ions can be made.• 

ID the other direction, we can interpret a link ia a network u a slot io a frame. ID particular, 
most. semantic network systems support. aome sort or ISA hierarchy witb inheritance (in fact., t.lae 
idea originated in that cont.ext in Quillian 1968). These are directly interpretable u at.atements 

en. ran &ba& rnme ud eemu&ie ne&works are nola&ional nrian&I is in&erestiq whn oee CODllden &ha& &he 
&WO 1Chooll or &houp& appnr '° haw ti&&le CODCffll ror OM ano&her. For example, &he ar&ldt by ltrKbm&D and 
Scbmoln mada no mtn11ce whac.oev.r to the nearty ldeo&ica.l no&a&iou propoeed by frame-orieD&ecl mearcll
en. 
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about hierarchical status in a rranae language. 

So the primary diawaction between frame languages and semantic network languages ii procedural 
attachment, that ii, the ability to automatically cause a procedure to be executed upon certain 
events occurring. However, this reature not properly a repreaentational feature, but, rather, a 
programming device. (To the extent that one would want to consider procedural attachment a 
representation, it ii argued below, to that extent the repreaentational force of the language ii 
compromised). Putting it another way, one could add a "demon"-like facility to a semantic net
work system that does euentially the same thing aa tbe procedural attachment facility of a frame 
system. Moreover, one could do 10 without compromising the fact that one'• representation 
langua,e is a semantic network. Rather, one would have merely implemented some part of one's 
algorithm or interpreter in a data-driven raahion. Indeed, such a facility ia provided in Kl.,.ONE. 

To summarize, to say that somethin& is a semantic network system nther than a frame language 
ia more a function of one's back&round than a fact about one'• program. In addition, while the 
theory of framea seems to contorm to 10me compelling intuitions about cognition, it ia unclear 
that frame languagu capture these intuitions, or at leaat, capture. them in a way that ia impor
tantly diferent from the way other formaliaDII, in particular, semantic networks, might capture 
them. 

a.t.1. CPltlques 

Problem 11 The Meanln• of a Slot 11 Completely Unconstrained 

Despite the apparent usefulness of lramea, what it means to be a 1Jot in a frame is rather ill
de&ned. The meaning of a slc.t 1eneraJly appears only procedurally, if at all. For example, con
sider the 0 Penon" frame aJJuded to above. The problem with this example is that there ia no re .. 
son to believe that the "Addreaa" 1lot IUer represents this indiYidsal's addr• and the "Name" 
bill name, and not, say, the other way around. Of course, we human knowledge-backers immedi
ately appreciate the diference. But what 1uarantees that the system will? 

The usual answer to this sort of queation ii that tbe various pro1nm1 u1in1 tbil information are 
designed to manipulate these sJota and values iD a manner couiltent "itb our intuitive under
atancling of them. For example, a natural laaguage 1ystem proceuin& the query "What ia John 
Smith'• addrea1?" will know to look in exactly tbe right places to retrieve tbe correct answer. 

Thia may in fact be the cue, but it doesn't 10lve the problem. It ii merely an admiuion that the 
meaning of slots h'ke .. Name" and "Addresa" are encoded procedurally. That ii, they are encoded 
by the way in which routines manipulate things, rather than in an explicit and declarative 
repre&l!1tation language. However, this places the representation of their meanin& outside or the 
frame system itseJI. We are now relyin& on a piece or code to establish the correct interpretation 
or any aymbol in our system. Moreover, ror symbols like "Name" and .. Addre11', the amount of 
code needed appears arbitrary and open-eDded. 

It ia important to emphuize ju1t bow ubiuary the relationship between slot and frame may be. 
For example, the "Name" alot ia built to bold the name of an individual "Penon"; but the 
"Addre11" sL>t holds the addreu or the ruiclmce of that .. Per10n". Amon& other tbinp, the 
latter alot poaita the existence of an additional object, namely, the per10n'1 residence, while the 
rormer alot posit.a no auch thing. All this merely illustratea that sJota are truly meaningless sym
bols. 

In sum, the frame ayatem itself say, nodling about the meaning of the sJota in its rrames. It 
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caanot be •aid to be repreeenting knowledge, a& the true knowledge ia encoded procedurally in the 
various and arbitrary procedures that are unstructured and external to the repreaentation system. 

Problem Is What May be a Slot ln a Frame J, Completely Uneonltrahled 

A frame 1y1tem advocate ia likely to respond that much usefi.l information is encoded in his for
malism, but in different way,. For example?, frame 1y1tem11 allow the 11aer to apecity the slots 
uaociated with each element; tbia 11tructure1 the knowledge and, thereby, the routines auociated 
with it, in an important way. And, after all, atructuring knowledge is the name or tbe game. 

Tbe problem with this argument is that there appears to be no "in principle" answer to the ques
tion or which frames can aupport which alo&a. For example, as noted above, it is customary to 
allow "Name", "Address" and "Age" to be alo&a in "Peraon". Without stretching credulity, it one 
could imagine slots for ••Father" and "Mother" a& wen. Presumably, the criterion that ia used 
here ia aome intuition that each person baa a name, and each peraon baa a mother; therefore tbeae 
abould be •Iota in the "Penon" frame. 

While we're at it, we can add 1lot1 for brotben and aisten as well. Thia may require aome exten
aion or the frame language to handle lis&a or &Hen, u a penon may have more than one of each. 
Let 01 give frame languages the benefit or the doubt here, because without auch an extenaion they 
could not represent these notions at all. 

But where does it all end? For example, each penon'• mother baa a maiden name; therefore, we 
can aalely conclude, each person baa a mother'• maiden name. Likewise for lather's 6nt name. 
By the 1ame reasoning used above, we should postulate a "Motber' ... Maidea-Name'' slot and a 
''Fatber' .. Fint,.Name" ,lot. Similarly, we can posit an alot for "Accountant" and "Tax-advisor" 
(at least among "Computer-Science-Proleasor"s). We can also add "Best,.Frieud-in-High-Scbool" 
or "Favorite-Movie-Starring·Robert,.DeNiro" or "Doctor-Who-Did-Delivery" or in fact, any other 
category we feet like making up at the moment. 

It thia argument is correct, then the "frames supply structure" defense or frames ill clearly under
mined: There would be no particular set or slo&a belonging to a particular frame, as virtually any
thing could end up a ,lot on anything else. Therefore, thea·e could be no set or ,Iota to provide the 
mucb touted structuring. 

Now there are a& least two partial respoDIH to thia seemingly unlimited proliferation of frame 
•Iota: 

(1) The first counter-argument goes like this: The 6rst name or one's father can be computed 
from o&her knowledge (e. g., the rac& that a person baa a lather who is also a peraon, and 
that every person bu a name) and therefore doesn't require a 1lot or i&s own. Moreover, 
"Fatber' .. Firat,.Name" dearly "belonga" &o the representation of one'a ta&ber, and no& to 
&he representation or "Person" per ae. Thus we can simply eliminate such alota; this will 
help keep down the number or seemingly arbitrary alota. 

(2) The second argument is &bat the presence or a 1lot ill, among other things, an tfflciea~y coo
aideratioa; we don'& normally have all &beae funny slots because we normally don't need 
them. 

Both counter-arguments are false, though. Coaaider the first counter-argumea&. Aa was aag
gested above, concep&a like "Address" seem to belong to one's residence, rather than "Penoa" per 
ae. Indeed, we could compute a person's address trom knowing that peraon's residence, and from 
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knowing the address of that residence. nererore, if we are to eliminate "Fatber'e-Fint-Name" 
and the like because or counter-argument (1), then, by the same tok~n. we would have to elim
inate slots like "Address" as well. In either case, our rrame representation is erroneous. 

Now, rrame aficionados might be willing to eliminate the particular alot 0 Addreu" from the par· 
ticular frame .. Penon" ia order to salvage rnmee in general. However, we 1tiU han no way to 
tell which frame a particular alot "belonp" to. }J I demonstrate 1hortly, the whole concept or 
"belonging" to a rrame ii not entirely cogent. However, even without tbat 1tronger argument, 
the criterion or counter-argument (1) will probably overturn a conaiderable fraction of the 1truc· 
ture or actual frame ay1tem1. Even worse, we 1tiU have no way to eliminate the uncountable 
number or 1lota like "Favorite-Movie-Starring-Robert-DeNiro", u there does not appear to be an 
intervening object already usociated with "Person" that should properly carry this slot. 

Tbe second argument is simply an admission or guilt. Namely, it defenda the particular alot 
choices by appealing to efficiency conaiderationa. But thia ii clearly not a repreaentationaJ ia1ue. 
It merely amounu to saying that rrames do not have representational 1tatu1. That ii, we get to 
design rrames in accordance with what we reel like doing, not in accordance with what things 
mean. The theoretical issue or how to represent knowledge ii circumvented. 

Moet rrame advocates seem to share the intuition that complex elements like "Beet-Friend-in· 
High-School", etc., juat aren't meant to be rrame alo&s. In actual practice, frame systems users 
appear to represent 1uch knowledge outside the rrame ayatem. For example, complex elements 
would be represented u a conjunction in a predicate calculus-like rormaliam. ne problem with 
this is that now there are two systems or representation. We have no way or decide what would 
be represented in which, or what it would mean to repreaent it one way rather than the other. 

Morecwer, if we allow 1ome items to be represented in another notation, then what ii to stem die 
tide! II I represent "Beat-Friend-in-ffigh·School" u "Beat.-Friend(x,y)&Went-to-ffigb-SchooJ. 
together(x,y)", or aome such, they why not represent the fact that a penon x ii named y u 
Named(x,y)? We can do this with each leaa controvenial slot name, and eliminate frames alto
gether. 

Each alternative is bad: Ir we allow both notations, we have an unprincjpled system, and one in 
which our frame language itself ia limited and incomplete; ir we try to be more unirorm, we drive 
out the frame notation altogether. Thus rrames must be either inadequate or unnecessary. 

It. should be noted that aome frame advocates actually take this positioa. For example, Charniak 
(1981) claims that a rrame ia merely a convenient nota&ion ror eoteriag predicate calculus rormu· 
lae. By the previous critique, this would still leave ua wi&hout a theory or representation per ae. 

The 11Belonsln1" Fallacy 

Most researchers seem to decide which slots to attach to which rrames in accordance with some
thing I call the "belonging" rallacy. The "belonging" tallacy ii the idea that a given element 
should be awarded a particular alot in our representation because, in English, we would be given 
to say that. the alot. "belongs to" that element, or that elementa of the type in question "have" 
other elementa or the type that should IHI the alot. Thus, penons · Aa11e names, ages, and 
addresses; physical objecta ha11e weight and height; rooms ha11e 8oora aad ceilings, and 10 oa. 
Alternatively, we can talk about the aame notions using tbe possessive construct: We can apeciry 
John's age, the book's weight., the concert room's ceiling. One seems to belong to the other; hence 
the motivation ror the representation. 

This ii a fallacy because these natural language constructs, and I claim, the underlying concept or 
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"belonging", baa so many different interpretations that it ia rendered virtually content free. That 
ia, it is perfectly correct to specify "John's apartment", "John's car", "John's girJfrieDd" and 
"John'• bodyguard". But these pbruea have radically dilt'erent interpretationa: la Int cue, tbe 
phrase ahouJd probably be interpreted aa the apartment John rents; the second aa tbe car John 
owns; the third aa women he dates, and the rourtb ae the penon protecting him. 

Clearly, these are radically dift'erent relationships. In fact, there appears to be no more to the 
meaning of these constructs tban tbat there is some completely unspeci&ed relationship between 
the two entities. Thia sort of natural language form is meaningful to us because we natural 
language proceaeon supply the context and knowledge needed for proper interpretation. ID fad, 
we may ue such forms wbenenr the context or ueocia&ions allow ready interpretation. Context 
may change the interpretation radically; e. g., if we are talking about real estate invee&mente, 
"John 11 apartment" is likely to be one be ren&e &o someone else; in a auto race, "John's car" may 
refer to the one is driving. 

Thus, the claim that a concept "has" a slot is vacuous. It means only that there exil&e some rela,. 
tionship between two things. But as we have seen, the relationship may vary with context, may 
be contingent upon any number or deictic fac&on, and is arbitrary in content. The problem with 
frame/slot representations, then, is that they assert that there is a relationship betweea two enti
ties. But the relationship is arbitrary and baa no epistemological status. 

Even some epistemologically sophisticated systems seem incorporate this fallacy. For example, in 
KL-ONE (Brac~:nan and Schmolze 1986) elo&e (roles, actualfy) are explicit, structured objects, as 
ii advocated here. However, the motivation for asaociati.lg roles to concepts appean to be the 
"Belongin3'' fabacy. Thus "Thing"s have "Subpart", and "Company "s have "Preeident"e. Ar, 
argued .above, these are essentially meaningless assertions. 

Problem 31 Mu7 Concept. Do Not Get Deftned 

The gravamen of my critique of frames ia that what we have been calling "slots,. seem to be per· 
rectly good concepts in their own right. These concepts are not only undeBned • they tend to be 
completely unrecognized in frame ayatems. For example, the concept of "age" baa a well-de8ned 
meaniD~ (in fact, more so that does "person"). Namely, the "Age" slot implicitly refen &o a con
cept which is the amount of time since the creation ol an object until 10me other moment in time. 
Similarly, "Address" is a "referring object" for a location; "Name" is a .. referring object" for a 
person, etc. It is nothing abort of ironic that the concepts that more obviously have de8nitions 
are never represented in frame systems, while the ones that less obviously have de6nitions are 
dealt with explicitly. 

Ar, stated in the exposition of the &rst Jiroblem, the meaning of the slots in a rrame 1y1tem is 
represented only procedurally, if at all. It ia not surprising, then, that concepts that roughly 
correspond to slot names in frame system• are not defined therein. 

Some frame systems improve the situation somewhat, tor example, by letting slots themselves 
have slo&e, or by creating frames that roughly parallel slot names. For example, it is pouible iD 
some syatem1 to create a "Name'' (or perhaps, "Penon-aame") frame, and then specify that the 
0 Name" slot in "Person" can only be 611ed with a "Name" rrame. 

There is something right about this approach. la fact, I will advocate something similar to this 
below. The problem with this solutions is that in most frame systems, it leads to a duplication or 
symbols with unclear semantics. In the example juat given, we have a "Name" slot in "Person" 
and a "Name" frame, and it ia unclt>a: how the two are related. · 
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Jo sum, rrame systems allow us a mullipicity or object,, but aeem to loee some basic criteria or a 
meaning repreaeotauoo in the process. In particular, they tend to divide up the worJd into frame, 
and slots, the latter Dot having true concept status. But the latter do appear to be ruU-8eclgecl 
concepts. Frame 1yatem1 neither recognize this fact nor allow ror the expreuion of the meuiDg 
of tbeae items. Tbus frame 1y1tems fall abort on interpretability and uniformity. 

a.a. The Problem with Predicate Calculu1 

Predicate calculus (PC) bu u its advantage the uniformity required by a general representational 
ecbeme. It alto it rather weJl.de&ned, i.e., it conrorma to the Principle of lnterpretability. It bu 
a1ao· been applied 1ucce11rully io a number or enterprises. However, PC baa a number of impor
tant 1bortcominp as a eolutioo to the knowledge repraentatioo problem. 

Probably the moat important ahortrall is that PC ii not really a representation 1y1tem. Thia is 
because it doea not mace a commitment to the Principle or Cognitive Correapondeoce. Ir we do 
make such a commitment, PC seems to have certain difficulties. 

For example, few individuals would want to claim psycbological _ _plauaibility ror PC. Thia ii par
ticularly true when one conaiden that PC includes a system or rormal deduction, i.e., theorem 
proving. It ia bard to imagine that one could entertain formal deduction as a serious theory or 
ordinary human reasoning, in light or the ract that bumana are illogical, contradictory, and just 
plain bad at proving tbeorema. 

One ma~ still approve or the language or PC while ignoring its inrerence method. Even so, PC 
aufers from aerious epistemological inadequacies. Only a tiny fragment or the notions round in 
ordinary human thought are treated explicitly in PC, namely, those natural language forms 
thought to be truth-conditional: the connectives "and", 11or", and "implies", operator "not", and 
eome quan&i&en. For a theory or matbematic:a, this may be &ne. But it stretches credulity to 
believe that aucb notions are at tbe basis of bumao thinking, and hence, appropriate for 
knowledge representation acbemes. 

Jo this vein, it ia important to recall that PC usually ia interpreted as &nt order predica&e calculus 
(FOPC). To adequately expreu any natural language utterance, and especially tboae involving 
imbedded clauses, extension, are required. Logicians have tended to rormulate eacb extension as a 
separate kind or logic. Thus, there are maay exteuiom to PC, including temporal logic, logics or 
believe and necessity, and eo on. Eacb or these logica introduces a few special operaton, e. g., 
"believes", or "ia nece11ary", plus some inrerence rufa that integrate these operaton into the gen· 
eral inrerential acbeme or things. 

The trouble begin, wben we realize tbat each so-called propositional attitude requires its own 
separate logic. In addition to the logic or belier, ror example, we also need a logic or knowing and 
a logic of obligatioDi moreover, we need a logic ot desire and a logic of bopiag; we need a logic or 
,eeing and a logic or bearingi and we need a logic or saying. 

One problem here ia that it is bard to decide wbicb logics we 1hould actually have. For example, 
in addition to a logit or saying, should we also have a logic or telling? a logi-: or inrorming? a 
logic of remembering and forgetting? a logic of telephoning and telegraphing? a general logic or 
perception io addition to separate logics or aeeiog and bearing? a logic of smelling (to handle "The 
dog 1melled tbe cat enter the room")? a logic of telepathy? a logic or liking and a logic of loving, 
hating and being indift'erent to? 

To have each or these logics, each propoaitiooal attitude becomes a term tbat appean explicitly iD 
tbe rules or iorerence of the aaeoc:iated logici tbat ia, each is given a special status, compared to 
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t.be "ordinary" predicates &bat never appear in tbe rules of logical inference themaelvea. So 
"believes", "says'' and 0 loves" join "all", 0 implies", and .. and" as those terms recognized are part 
or ,be logic itself. 

Fint of all, this to violate Cognitive Correspondence. No evidence suggests that people actually 
cognize things tbia way • that "tell'' and .. believe" are privileged predicates, compared, say, to 
0 8nd", "give", or "digest". Moreover, we seem to have loat a certain intuitive appeal for the 
familiar family of logics by allowing in the dist.ant cousins. la it really meaningful to say that we 
have a logic of desire or a logic or saying! Such logics blend right in to our notion of meaning 
that we apply to ordinary predicates. That ia, we cannot be aaid to be building a logic of "believ· 
ing" anymore that we are building a logic of going to a restaurant or a logic or taking and giving. 
In all cases, we are merely describing the structure of aome particular concept. But the distinc
tions of logic have become irrelevant. 

As an example, note bow the various "logics" alluded to above cry out to be organized into some 
hierarchy. That. i", it. eeems reasonable that, if we are going to have a logic of seeing and one of 
bearing, then we should mate them both "eubclas&eS" of a logic or perception, with rules or inheri
tance, exception-handling mechanisms, and the like. But this move requires an analysis or these 
terms that is identical to the semantic analysis normally reserved for those predicates that are not 
considered to be properly part of a logic at all. That is, we have unmotivated t.be distinct.ion that 
required certain terms to be recognized explicitly as part. of the logic, and others to be dealt wit.b 
as just. ordinary predicates. 

01 course, some of the logics alluded to above are better known and better worked out than oth
ers. Some seem lhs silly than the others. However, the motivation for working on one particular 
logic as opposed t.o another appears to be based OD philosophical considerations of what consti
tutes an import.ant. and interesting problem. Bot. this is merely another ad hoc assumption. What. 
is more troubling, though, is the thought about. what. would happen if all these logics were 
developed. Logicians tend t.o develop each logic separately; in this way, rules can be developed 
that integrate each logic into the FOPC while st.ill maintaining the formal properties logicians 
consider so desirable. But. if t.be operators from all these logics are considered at once, the result. 
is likely to be enormously chaotic. >.. pointed out by Israel and Brachman (1984) and ot.ber1, t.be 
nice formal properties of the individual logical schemes become problematic u additional 
represeat.at.ional power is attempted. 

Finally, we should recall t.bat. logic it at. its best wbea truth is an issue. But. it ia not. clear that. 
most natural language statements can or should be evaluated with respect to troth as a way of 
dealing with their meaning. Fillmore (1985) suggests tbat. a diferent sort. of semantics is neces
aary for dealing wit.b many utterances. 

3.4. Non·factual Repre1entatlon1 

One problem with all the representational ideas mentioned above is that t.bey tend to repreaeat 
only factual information. However, according tot.be Principle of Cognitive Correspondence, bow 
one thinks about. something ia an important determination of its representation. 

Consider for example the implications or tbe recent. work by Fillmore (1gs2), Lakol (1982) and 
Coleman and Kay (Jg81). In particular, their work on fro.me ,emantic, and idealized cognitive 
model, is directly relevant to issues in Al representation languages. Tbe t.brust of this work is 
that. the meaning or words (and, u I will interpret. it here, t.be structure of underlying concept.a) 
cannot be adequately expressed in aimple feature list models. 

Fillmore and Kay use the clauic decomposition of t.be word "bachelor" aa a cue iD point.. 
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Bachelor ia 1uppoeed \o mean "male or marriageable age wbo bu not yet been married". (Tbe 
long-winded de&nition ie needed to exclude 2 mont.b old boy, and forty year-old divorcees.) How
ever, t.bi1 de&nition ie quite uneat.ief ac\ory. Al tbe authon point out., ir 1t.rict.ly interpreted, the 
de'lnition will include u btchelora the roUowing categories or individuals: 

(1) Membera of Jong-term bomoeexual relat.ion1bip1 

(2) Men living out of wedlock in et.able relationebipe witb women 

(3) Tarzan 

(4) Pope Jobn Paul II 

Theee examplee demonstrate tbat t.be de&nition or "bachelor" olered above is problematic. For 
exa.-nple, a robot informed only by tbil de&nition migbt. try to fix up an eligible remale acquain
tance wit.bone of the above. Obviously, t.bia would be flawed behavior. 

One way to remedy this 1it.uation is ,imply to add rurther 1peci8cation1 in the de8nition. It is not 
obvious t.bat. this can or cannot be done in thie example. However, doing eo will still leave us with 
the following uncomfortable quest.ion: Ir auch "correct." specilcat.ions can be found, why is it so 
difficult to st.ate some or them initially, in cont.rut, say, to those ready-acceesible 1peci8cations 
like "male" and "unmarried"? 

Fillmore and Kay oler a dilerent solution. Tbey propose t.bat, inetead of a 1imple reat.are list, 
t.he de&nitions of some words are made with respect to 6ackground /rame,. A background frame 
is some ,bared social ecbema. For example, in tbe cw of "bachelor", the relevant. background 
rrame might be called "Traditional-Manhood-Path". According to this frame, boy, reach acer
tain age, begin dating, and, ir tbey meet tbe rigbt. girl, get engaged and then married. Another 
choice in this rrame ii to go on dating forever. It is against 1ucb a background frame that word 
meanings are stated. For example, "bachelor" could be de8ned as t.bat opt.ion within 
"Traditional-Mtabood-Path" in which the "dating" lire-segment. is never transcended. 

(The term "frame" ia not troub!c:aome in this context because it is being used to rerer to the 
theoretical notion of a large knowledge 1truct.ure, not. the repreeent.at.ion language notion of slot
llller system. One could use a dilerent. term, as Lakof does, without. jeopardizing one'• poeit.ion. 
Thus the arguments directed at frame languages above have no direct bearing on this particular 
idea.) 

Lakol develope a similar idea, whicb be terms itlealized cognitive model, (ICM,). The 
"Traditional-Manhood-Path" in the previou1 de6nition ia probably a highly idealized reality. Thia 
can help explain the introspect.ion or our de&nitiona. Wit.bin tbia background frame (or ICM), 
being male and unmarried are neceuary for distinguiahing the "bachelor" concept. rrom others 
within the framewo:k. But we need not worry about bow to exclude Pope John Paul D, etc., from 
this de8ait.ion because no auch alternativea are preeeot in this ICM. · 

Al Lakol (1986) points out, t.heee ideas are antithetical to much traditional linguiatics and pbiJo. 
aophy. For Al representation purposes, the implication is that a good repreaent.ational aystem 
muet reflect 1ucb a coptive structure. A representation that is adequate ror representing only 
factual information. is not an adequate representation. 

Another import.ant conaideration for a representational 111tem i, the role of metaphor (Lakol and 
Jobn11on 1980) and metonymy (Lakolt 1986) in everyday language. Lakol and Johnson give many 
instances or linguistic regularities that might beet be explained by assuming tome aort of met• 
phorical or analogical 1truct.urt" that allows the interpretation or a eet. of items in o~ domain in 
terms of a set of iteDll in another. For example, they give the example or the "up is good" con
ventionalized metaphor. Thia metapl:or ia to account for a wide variety of phenomena, including 
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no"on 11muar '° a.uou aaa ,oomon·s met.apaors. 

4. KODIAK 

KODIAK (Keystone to Overall Design ror Integration and Application or Knowledge) is a 
knowledge representation language being developed at tbe Berkeley Arti8cial lntellgience Research 
Project. KODIAK is an attempt to redreu tbe abo•e grievences, and to incorporate racilities ror 
dealing ":•b non-ractual representations. KODIAK allows ror tbe multipicity or concepts required 
by any system, but does not abandon tbe criterion or canonical rorm that is usually not adhered 
to by frame-based systems or semantic networks. 

4.1. Buie KODIAK Notion, 

4.1.1. Relation, 

KODIAK is a rel,ition·baaetl system. Tbe moat important element ol KODIAK ii the named relts· 
tion. Tbe idea ia tbat what is usually called a slot in a frame ia really a particular relation. In 
KODIAK, tbia relation, rather tbaa tbe rrame, is the primary object. 

KODIAK relatiou have a fixed number or argument positiou. Moreover, each argument position 
of a relation ia itaelr a fuJl.8edged object. ID general, tbe meaning ot these argument-objects ia 
derived from tbe named relation that bold between them. For this reason, we call sucb 
argument-objects aa,ectul,. 

For example, we might posit a named relation called Owm. Tbis relation bas two aspectuals, 
namely, Owner and Owned-object. Wbile we have not yet established any meaning ror these 
terms, the idea is that Owna denotei the concept or something being owned by someone, and 
Owner tbe concept or an owner. Ownecl-obJect denotes tlae idea or u owned-thing. Note tbat 
these are all unique symbols; a rererence to the same name elsewhere ii a reference to the same 
concept. 

We represent the tact that a particular named relation bolds between a particular set of aspectu· 
als using a special relation called Cl. Relationa like Cl are special in that they are knowledge to tbe 
KODIAK interpreter (tbat ia, the set or programs that uses the representation). Therefore, these 
are called qiatemologietsl relation,. (Other epistemological relatiou are introduced below.) Jr a 
named relation is ci-related to an upectual, we say that tbe relation mani/eat, tbat aspectual. 

We diagram tbe Own, relation and upectuala it manirests as rollows: 

Own• 

y~ 
Owner Owned-object 
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Another example or a relation ia e ... eo1or. The upectuala this relates are termed 
Color-bolder and Colorla1. Theee t.hree object.I are suppoaed to convey the idea taat. certain 
kinda or object.I can "have" color. To make this relation meaningrul, we will have to express t.he 
ract that t.he relationship holda bet.ween physical object.I and colon•. We will do so in a moment. 
by making predicat.lona about. the upectuala or this relat.ion. 

The point or having a particular Hu-Color relation i1 t.o express the ract. that physical objec-ts 
manirest "have" colors in a very particular way. For example, the idea or owning aomething also 
involves a kind or having, but presumably or a very different aort.. Similarly, the idea or a physi
cal object having a weight, 1ay, would seem to resemble the way in which a physical object bu a 
color, but much tea, ao the idea or owoenhip. These are the dist.inct.ion1 not. captured by rrame or 
semantic network systems that we hope to capture here. 

By the doctrine or canonical rorm, we are obliged t.o capt.ure t.he commonality in theee relatiou, 
aa weD u expreu their diferences. & we 1uueated above1 this can normally be done by a con
ventional ISA-type hierarchy. Therefore, we introduce another epistemological relation. This on.: 
is called DOMINATE. This is modeled after the inheritance cables or KlrONE. That is, 
DOMINATE permit.I a number or additional relation& between the aspectuala or one relation 
and tha~ or another in a DOMINATE relation to it. These relaUons are called Role/Play 
~b. . 

Fo. example, we might introduce another relation called Hu-Pby1leal·Properiy. This relation 
may come with the aspectuala Pby1lcal-Properi)'•Holdel' and Pb)'llcal•Propert)'. We might. 
then indicate that having a color ia a physical property by the roDowiDg representation: 

Color-Holder ColOl'la1 

That is, Bu-Color ia a kind or Bu-Ph)'llcal·Pn,peny where Colorlas plo,a the role or the 
Pby1lcal·Property, and Color-Holdel' the role or the Pb)'llcaJ.Property-Holdel'. The rela
tion between u ... we11bt and Hu-Pbyllcal-Property would be similar. 

Note that in this example, the object Pby1Jcal·Propeny is not meant to be merely a meaning· 
less place holder, i. e., a slot in a rrame. Rather, this is a meaningrul object in it.I own right: It 
denotes the concept "being a physical property". Furthermore, we could introduce a 
Hu-Property relation that DOMINATF.s Hu-Pby1lcal·Property, and wbicb manirests the 
upectual Propeny. This aapect.ual wouH then denote the concept undedying a eenee of the 
English word "property". 

While every aapectual ia a distinct concept, oot ever/ one wiD be familiar. For example, t.be cor.. 
cept of "property" is readily recogniiable, but not. 10 that or "being a property bolder". The 

Adu., a "coloring" 1bould iadude 111me 10rt ti color p,&&ero • 111Ult&hia1 more complu U.1111 a liDcle hue. 
Alto, IIOffle cat.tgory ll1Dft paenl lhu physical objffl, cu muil'ffl colorblp. We will (pore &line details bl 
Uae uunple. 



having a property seems relatively complete. Hence tbese kinda or objects are called at,Olutu. 

026 ID addition to named relations, KODIAK has other kinds of absolutes. These correspond to the 
objects round in most representational systems. For example, Phy1lcal-ObJect, Penon, and 
Red are all KODIAK object absolutes. The intention in KODIAK is to derive the meaning or 
object absolutes from that of relations and aspect.uals, alt.hough it is not clear this can always be 
done. We will discuss the derivation of absolutes below. 

As in moat representation languages, objects can be in DOMINATE relations to one another. Io 
addition, we can use DOMINATE relations to express constraints on aspectuals. For example, 
to express the fact. that the Pb71lcal-Property-Bolder aspectual is always a physical object, we 
can assert a. DOMINATE relation between t.bis aspectual and the absolute Pby1lcal·ObJect. 
Thus the semantics of DOMINATE, while well-defined, difrers somewhat depending oft.be types 
of the object.a associated by it. 

Unlike frame-based languages, object absolutes in KODIAK do not have slots. Ra.tber, they may 
participate in various relations. It seems reaaoosble to specify aspectuals for relations without 
running into the problem of "slot proliferation" described above. Tbus, by attaching aspectuals 
only to relations, and not to object representations, the problem of unprincipled slot attachment. 
can be circumvented. 

4.1.1. Structured Mapplnp 

The DOMINA•.rE relation is one instance of a general class of KODIAK relations called ,truc
tured mGpping, (The term is borrowed from Gentner (1983}, wbo uses st.ru~tured mappings as a 
rramewo,.k for analogy). These are where the basic representational power of KODIAK may be 
found. For example, while DOMINATE relates two objects in a claawubclua type relationship, 
the structured mapping INSTANTIATE relates two objects in an cla,~,membenhip type rela. 
tionsbip. 

The simplist examples are the representation of instances of object absolutes. For example to 
denote tbat fact that some particular individual is a person, we would use the following: 

Penon 

I I 
Peraonl 

Both Penon and Penonl are KODIAK absolutes. 

A more interesting use of INSTANTIATE involves representing particular facts. For example, 
aa shown above, we can represent. the idea of having a color by the particular KODIAK relation 
Bu-Color. Now, to represent the fact that a particular object bas some particular color, we 
would do the following: 
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Hu-Coiol' 

;/I~ 
Colorina 

Bu-Colorl R 

~ori~l Colar-Holder I 

That. is, we create a new relation bet.ween new aspect.uals. These are all unique objects. In most 
cues, we would have additional information to represent.. For example, if t.he pertinent. natural 
language utterance ref era to a red book, then we would add t.his information by making further 
assertions about Color-Holderl and Colorln1l. 

However, we do not represent this information by asserting a fact directly about these objects, for 
example, by asserting that. Colorlngl is a red color. In KODIAK, aspectuals such aa Colorba1l 
denote intentions. For example, if the assertion Hu-Colorl is ~'->out John's book, say, t.bea . 
Colorln1l would denote the concept "the color or John's book". To specify the fact that John's 
book is red, we need to introduce a new KODIAK relation, called VALUE. VALUE relations 
always bold bet.ween an aapectual and some abeolute. For example, to aseert t.bat. Hu-Colorl 
bolds between something that. is a book and some red b~e, we would add the following to t.he 
representation shown above: 

Hu-Colorl 

8r1k ca / ~ \ed1 
Book1 Y .. ~ Redt 

~Color-Holderl · Colorln1l~ 

The point or this not.at.ion is that we can represent the meanings underlying sentences like "Bill 
didn't know the color of John's book" because we have separated t.be assert.ion about. what the 
color is from t.he idea of the particular book having a particular color. A natural language under· 
standing system could pr)duce t.be same representation for "the color of John's book" regardless 
of whether t.he phrase appears in a context. in which its value is also present., or in which its value 
ia unknown. 

Such concepts are difficult to represent in most. frame and semaat.ie net.work based systems. How
ever, t.he representation shown here appears to be similar to that. used in IO..-ONE. 

Unlike KL-ONE, however, in KODIAK there ia no such thing as aa individual concept per se. 
Rat.her, the notion or an individual is meaninJful only with respect to another concept. For exam
ple, all or the rather general category concepts mentioned above may be individuals or other 
categories. For example, all or them could be individuals of the concept Category, should we 
introduce such a term in the system. Less abstractly, it is not unreasonable to postulate concepts 
tilte Good-Idea which may have "generic" concepts, like Cuaned·beer, among it.a individuals. 

The particular properties or some concepts that usually leads to typing objects "individual" or 
''.generic," aa in KL-ONE, are here considered t.o be peculiar properties of physical objects rather 
than somet.hiag int.riasically representational in nature. 
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Consider llrat tbe sample ract 01 represen,ang someone • name. r o,. eA»Hlf'IC, • u1u\11 •• .. uau•a"' 
processing system that reads the sentence "John Q. Smith accepted hia party's nomination" needs 
t.o represent the interpretation or 11John Q. Smith" u the name or some person. In a frame-based 
system, we might. represent t.bis tact. by putting this string in the "Name" slot or some individual 
person frame. However, aa suggested above, this ii a rather meaningless auertion. 

In KODIAK, we define a relation that captures the idea or naming. We make this relation mean· 
ingful by relating it t~ other relations. Thus, we introduce a DOMINATE-hierarchy or relations 
beginning with a relation called Conventlonally·Reten-to. This relation will take two upectu· 
als, called Sl1nlfter and Slgnltant. Thus, this relation designates the moat general notion or 
using signs to refer to things. 

Conventlonall)•·Refen-to itself DOMINATE& Llngul1tlcall7·Refen-to. The upectuals ot. 
this concept difrer from those or its ancestor only in that Llngul1tle·St1nlfler is DOMINATEd 
by Llngul1tlc·Expl'ft1lon. That is, we are specializing the notion or referring via signs to that 
or referring via languages. 

We specialize this further by introducing the concepts Name-Reten-to and a specialization or 
this, Perion•Name-Refen-to. Parallel with thette are further specializations along the object 
hierarchy, introducing Name (a specialization or Llnsulltlc-Expreulon), and Penon•Name (a 
specialization or Name). These notions DOMINATE the corresponding upectuals or the 
"refers" relation hierarchy. This gives us the following initial set or KODIAK assertions: 

Nam .. Reten-to ~ 
Name p / 

'

~ J(_a D a 
Name-Slsr;ft•r 

Per11C1 
Penon•Name / 

f\D P/1~_ 
Per1on•Name-Slgnlfter 

R 

or course, the above diaaram ii rather incomplete. Penon•Name itself requires further struc
ture. For example, we should iD&roduce the concepts or Flnt.-Name, Middle-Name, and 
Lut.-Name. These would each be in a Hu-Part relation to Penon•Name. Hu-Part in 
KODIAK is just another named relation. It bears the upectuals Part and Whole. Therefore, to 
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represent the ract that a &rat name ia part or a name, we would produce the. following KODIAK 
anertion: 

or course, other KODIAK assertions would be neceuary to describe other aspect or bow names 
w~rk, such as the relative name order of the name components. In addition, the names just 
described are actually Western names, and other conventions and intermediate nodes in the 
hierarchy. would be appropriate for an accurate description. We will ignore this level or detail 
from now on, but note that it is in fact in the spirit and capabilities or KODIAK to have such ~ 
detailed network. 

Having produced such a structure, we can represent a particular fact about Mr. Smith: 

Penon-Name-Refen-to 

Per10n·N.;~e / I ~ P~n 

Per10n•Name-Slgnlfter Named-Perlon 
R R 
P D•Name-Ref.,...tc,1 

P la "'a P 
Peraon-Name-Slgnlflerl Named•Penonl 

/(_ v ~v 
O John Q. Smith" Penoal 

Jo this example, aa in all KODIAK assertions, t.he same name always represents the same concept. 
Thus the symbol Penoa•Name-Refen-to here refen to exactly the same object u it did above. 
There are no slot-like entities whose interpret.at.ion ia coatexklepeadeat. 

Penonl is a node designating a particular person. Subsequent assertion, about tbia· individual 
would be made by referring to tbia particular object. The concept Named-Penonl me:1n1 
something like "the person named "John Q. Smith". 

To represent the fact that "John Q. Smith" is cognized as composed or a Brat, last and middle . 
name, we would have to include particular instances or the Hu-Part relation. Thia is left as an 
exercise for the reader. 

Age 

Aa mentioned about, a 1trong motivation for KODIAK wu to be able to repreient the semantics 
or concepts like 0 age". Given the above relations, we can define an Ace concept which ii tbe 
dilrerence between the creation or a thing and some other time: 
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·-- ..- , ~ '-'"'•111vu•c.TCJ1t,~ '\P. , 
C tloD•Tlme V ~(\l,Ject-Not-Eldat 
Refe eace-Tboe ""'obJeet-Eld1t 

In this representation, Age ii represented aa a Dltrereace-Ruult or the Dltrereace between 
Creatloa-Tlme and a rererence point. Creation-Time ill further delned, although the represen
tations or ObJect-Exlat, etc., are abbreviated. 

ActloD 

In KODIAK, an Action is just another type or Cau1al-Event. In particular, it ia the class or 
such events where the Cau1e is the Actor wi"ing some intended state. We can thus represent 
the general idea or Actloa as follows: 

Here we neglect to _represent that the concept Will is a kind or Meatal-State. 

K.Ul 

We also use Cau1al-Event in our analysis or "kill". This is represented as a causal whose elect 
is someone's death. Death is itselr represented aa a state change rrom being alive to being dead. 
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~'iltate-cbanp!!_ 
Jnltlal·1tate Flnal•atate 

R 

D 

0 

4.3. View, 

An important upect of tbe theory underlying KODlAK is tbe representation of non-factual infor
mation. In particular, we want to be able to talk about viewing one concept in terms of another. 
This idea was 8rat auueated aa a representational technique in MERLIN (Moore and Newell 1973) 
aad iD KRL (Bobrow and Winograd 1977). KRL does not admit to a notion of deflnition, and 
treats all perspectives u equally valid. We do not adopt this extreme position, but want to allow 
&be flexibility of viewing a (poaaibly de&ned) concept as eome&hing other &ban its 11ordinary" 
interpretation. 

For example, it is desirable to realize that a person can have properties, such as weight and color, 
that are generally considered to be general properties of all physical objects. 111 moat repreaenta· 
tional schemes, to capitalize on this knowledge about physical objects, it is necmary to uaert 
that persons are a kind of physical object. This is peculiar, because such a view ol people is at 
odds with a normal working distinction between people and physical objects. 

In KODIAK, we resolve this problem by introducing the relatin11 VIEW. The idea is that one 
concept can be tbi>ugbt of in terms of another. ID addition, &bis view or one concept II aaother is 
itself a concept • For example, in KODIAK, we can assert that Pereoa ia DOMINATEd by 
Llvlas-Thlng, or some such concept. la addition, we also auert that it is pouible to VIEW a 
PeNOD aa a Pb71lcal·ObJeet. Moreover, the VIEW or Penon aa a Ph71lcal·ObJeet ii itself 
another concept. Namely, it ii &he concept Bod7. 

We depict tbia view graphically u follows: 
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032 Views can be used to addre11 some represeatatioaal problem• in which ca.aoaical form aad 
epistemological adequacy apl)f!ar to be in coa8ict. In particular, coa1ider the representation of the 
meaning of seatences involviag the words ''buy" and "1eli •. la Conceptual Dependency, sentences 
such u "John sold Mary the book" a.ad "Mary bought the book from John" are represented 
identically. The rationale for thia ia that they meaa the same thing. Thia seems to be truth· 
condition;1lly correct. However, it then becomes impo11ible to have separate concepts of buying 
and sellint, which are useful for many purpoeea. 

We cu combine views with some of the notions that of frame semantics {Fillmore 1982, Kay 
1083, Fillmore and Kay 1083) to solve this problem. la particular, we postulate a background 
frame called "commercial transaction" that both "buying" and "selling" rerer to. We can then 
de6ae buying u being this commercial trar.iaactioa scenario, but viewed u an action from the 
point of view of the fellow with the money. Similarly, we can de6oe sell u commercial transac
tion viewed u an action from the point of view 'Of the fellow with the goods. We can the 
"viewpoint" via the use the role-play relations. Here ii the delnition of sell in this aaalyaia: 

Action ____ a ____ -"31>~.Actol' 

Sell -====~tt,..iYr..-----"6...,~ 
I 

Commel'clal·Tl'uan.etlon ~.:::.- Merchant 
~ .•• ::. --cuttomu 

' ... ,'--Good• 
''Mone)' 

To simplify this example, the details of Commel'Clal·Tl'aan.ctton have not been 1peci6ed, 
lilthough a number or aapectuala occurring within its subcomponents are shown. 

The representation for Buy is defined similarly. Note that, with views, the potential admission of 
seemingly non-canonical entities like "buy" and "sell" ia overcome. These both have distinct 
representations, although the majority of their representations are identical, u the doctrine of 
canonical form suggests they should be. 

4,4. KODIAK and RepreHntatlonal Prtnclpl• 

The u1e of hierarchies plus structure mappings allows KODIAK to maintain the representational 
scope of other systems, while at the same time making it pouible for the system to conform to 
canoaical form. Thus KODIAK analyaea are meaningful in the way CD analyses are, but do not 
have the epistemological inadequacies of CD. For example, we can represent such 6ne distinctions 
u the difference in understanding between aa tXplicit description of a complex concept, and a 
reference to that concept. Thus, representing the meaniag of the sentence "John caused Mary to 
die" u an instance of cauw rather than of ldlt represents an undttr,tanding or tbis sentence at 
one level Adding the fact that this instantiates ldll would represelt the additional realization 
that this wu an instance or kiUing. 

The existence of upectuala and relations means that tile idea of being a slot in frame bu a clear 
(or at least, clearer) interpretation in KODIAK tbaa it does ia an ordinary frame system. Rather 
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tban stating tbat tbe &lier or a slot ia somehow related to th! frame, in KODIAK we state that a 
rather apec:ific aud well-defined relation exists between the two objects. Thus, while NAME of 
Peraon may be unde&ned in most frame systema, the comparable atatement in KODIAK presup
poses persons, namea, aad a naming relation which capt.urea some of the semantics or naming. 

In general, KODIAK paya homage to Cognitive Correspondence in a number or waya. Views 
relate to Cognitive Correspondence in that they enable us to diO'erentiate truth-conditionally 
equivalent concept.a that nevertheleu seem to be cogniied distinctly. Alao, concepts like 11pro
perty", 0 part" and "actor" are explicit concepts in KODIAK, having aa aigni&cant a atatua aa 
concepts denoting object, or relation, per ae. }J a conaequence, fac:ta about aapectuala can be 
made by aimply referring to the node denoting the aspectual. ID a ayatem like &rat-order logic, 
aspectuals exist only aa poaitiona in a predication. Thus, stating a fact about one requires a com
plicated univeraal predication. Thia ia both cumbersome and cognitively unappealing. 

4.5. KODIAK and L11!11UB1e Knowledge Repreaentatlon 

4.s.1. Vlew1 and Language 

Views appear to be particularly important. in representing knowledge about. language. In particu· 
lar, they are useful for representing cognitive structures that. do not. denote facts ao much as bow 
one thinks about the world. For example, in our analysia above, we concluded that buying and 
selling are factually equivalent, but diler nevert.helesa in the interpretation of thia factual content 
(i.e., that the same commercial transaction may be thought or aa two dilerent actiona). 

Paul Jacobs (1985) points out that many otherwise unst.atable linguistic regularities can be cap
tured using views. For example, he poinu out that. there are many cues like "John took a puoch 
from Bill" &?2d "Bill gave John a punch" in which it appean that punching can be viewed as a 
t.ranarer, at least for the purposes or linguistic expression. In contrast, considering these two 
expressions as independent idioms would not capture what would appeara to be a substantive 
regularity. 

Jacobs' solution is to represent a "being acted upon as trander" view. That is, acting upon an 
object can be viewed as transferring the action to that object. This could be represented as fol
lows: 

Tran~"' 
~~bJect-Tran1tered 
"'\'source 

Reel lent 

Haf~ned· 
~~vent 

Patient 

Here Happen-to denotes th~ notion or being acted upon. This ia technically a relation between 
an event, and an object that event may be directed toward (called the Patient above). Since 
punching involves a Happen-to, a languagt: generator could use this view during .generation to 
map an instance or punching into an instance of transferring•. Then knowledge about how Lo 

Ac&uaJb, puadallls would be relaled lo Happen-lo via u lddi&ioul view tha& r-.Jat.es &be ae&or or &be even& &o 
the~ or die &nurer. Tlail compleld&r ii omiued 1o simplitr the expolitioa. 



··um gave .1onn a puncn·· wou1a am proauce a repn:aea,a,wa 01 ,a .. u aa 111111.aacc u1 g1Y1ag • 
However, noticing that tranaferring may be a view of certain kinda of other events, the analyaer 

034 would know not to atop here. Rather, it would eventual~ recognize that thia Its the .. acting 
upon u tranafer" view. The , analyzer could "uamap" this view to produce the more literaby 
correct interpretation of the input, namely, u an instance or "punching". 

Additionally, we could have a "relation u posaeuion" view, wbicb we use to expreu relationa in 
term, or posaeuive expre11io11 in English. TbUI expression• aucb u "John's girlfriend", "John's 
apartment", "The girlfriend John has" or "The girlfriend of John" would all be analyaed initially 
into expressions involving poueaaion. By &be presence of the "relation u poeaesaion" view, the 
analyaer would know not to take literally statements referring directly to pouession. Radler, it 
would at.tempt to "unmap" such representations to produce the particular relation u its .content. 

This use of view for linguistic representation seems in accordance with Lakoff and Jobnaon'a 
(1980) description of the role or metaphor in ordin117 language, and Lakol's (1986) obaeffat.ions 
about the role of metonymy. la fact, we suspect that there are two kinda of views, metaphoric 
and metonymic. For example, the view of "commercial transact.ion u act.ion" is metonymic, 
because there is an action component to commercial trauac&ion. Tbe "being acted upon as 
traufer" view is metaphoric in nature, in 1iat one idea is being thought or in terms of another. 

As aaotber example, consider Fillmore's (1985) deecript.ion on the cooat.raiats of the use of the 
word "on" in forma like "on the bus". A. pointed out by Fillmore, such usage ia correct only 
when the bus is actually in service. For example, it. would be appropriate to aay that 11John wu 
on the bus during the earthquake" it the earthquake occurred when John wu taking the bus t.o 
work. However, it. would not. be proper to say thia if t.be bus bad been abandoned and John bad 
taken shelter in it. la that situation, the use of the preposition "in .. would appear to be more 
aat.isf actory. 

Fillmore poiata out ia that it aeems inappropriate to uk the quest.ion "la it. true that. Joba was on 
the bus during the earthquake if be took shelter in aa abandoned bust" Rat.her, whet.her the 
correct. quit.ion is whet.her making sucb a statement. is 1ppropritite in the situation. Tbia obae"a
tioa &ta in nicely t.o the 1ebeme 1uggested bere. For example, one can uaert. a linguist.le fact t.bat. 
t.be preposition "on" can be used to describe the relat.ioaahip between a conveyance and the object 
it conveys. Ja addition, one can suppose a "mass tranait medium in operation ii a conveyance .. 
view. One would t.ha be able to speak of "being oa the bus" u encoding a (m~t.apboric) view of 
a bus in service as a conveyance. This would explain Fillmore's obaeffation tbat it ii inappropri
ate to refer to the "truth" of this auert.ioa, because it. ia not clear in general wbat it means for a 
metaphor or a metonymy to be true, aa opposed to appropriate. 

4.5.t. EXPRESS 
Structured mapping• are useful tor declaratively representing linguist.ic-c:oacept.ual relations. la 
particular, Jacobs (1986) uaes tbe relation REF to represent word-to-mf'aniag relationships. 
Actually, t.bia ia sometbiag of a misnomer, and we use t.be term EXPRESS to more adequate 
capture the aease of t.bia relation. 

For example, a particular word might be in a IDCPRESS relation with a particular idea. More
over, a language construct might be in a EXPRESS relation wit.b a concept., with the 
ROLE/PLAYs aaaociat.iag the parts of one wit.b the parta of the other. For example, actions 
might be expressed aa sentences, with the conceptual ACTOR playing t.be role or the syntactic 

------------------------- -- -·········-
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,abject., and the ACT playing the role or the verb root.; acting upon an object might be expreaed 
by the verb-direct object relation, with the particular action being expraaed by the verb and the 
particular object by the direct. object; and being the recipient. or a t.ranafer can be expreued by 
the verb-indirect. object. relation, wit.b a similar u10Ciated mappins. We can diagram tbe verb,. 
object. and verb,.iadirect object aa follows: 

Verb-lndlr-3f !T! E J. _;.;, Trwfer 
Indlr-ol:>. - A ..;:.. Recipient 
10-ver 

E 

--
The various grammatical relations thus identified, verHubject, verb-direct object, verb-·indirect 
object, etc., are aaaociated with grammatical template, (not sbowa above). Amons other thiap, 
t.hese t.emplat.es include grammat.ical pattern,, which express the word order or the constituents. 
Thus an analysis mechanism can use word order to auuest a template, and thereby inrer a gra,n. 
mat.ical relation; EXPRESS mappings rrom these relation, to meanings can then be aaed to aug· 
geat semantic interpretations or the utterance. Similarly, the EXPRESS links might. be 
traversed from meaning to grammatical relation u part of a natural language expression mechan
ism. 

Amon& other things, this rormalism helps facilitate declarative representation, of linguistic 
knowledg4!. See Jacobs (1985) for au extensive treat.meat or these and related issues 

4.0. Relflcatlon 

It. appear, that many object concepts can be derived from t.he upect.aals of relation,,. For exam
ple, coaaider the Contain• relation, which baa upectuals Container and Content.. Of coune, 
Container here ii the upectual, so it refers to the idea of being in a containing relation to some
thing, rather than the more typical English usage of the words, to apecify an object used for con
taining. However, the lat.t.er concept is still a legitimate one. One would like to derive it from the 
Container aspectual by 1ayiag that. there ia a concept obJeckontalner that. ia an object. whose 
function la playing tbe role of a Container upect.ual. 

This appears to be a rat.her general type or derivation. Therefore, we would like to be able to 
derive object. concepts from aspectuala by applying some aort or operator to an upectual, and 
having it produce an object repreaentat.ion or some object intended for playing the role of that 
upectual. We call this process or producing an object. representation from an upectual 
rri/ication. 

There are several types or rei6cat.ion we have encountered. In addition to "intended for playing 
the role of", there are "bu a proclivity or playing tbe role or" and "bu played the role or'. For 
example, t.he word 11tiller", u in "John is a tiller" seems to means that Jobn bu a proclivity 
toward killing. The word "murder", u in "John ia a murder" aeema to mean tbat John bu once 
played the murder role. 

la addition, the notion or a .. sign" could be represent..~ aa a rei&cation of the "1igni8er" upec
t.ual, presented In the representation or names in the section on examples. Here the rei6cat.ion ill 
one or 0 coavent.ionally used for palyiag the role or•. All these are inat.ancea ot ·the general 
KODIAK idea or trying to define objects in terms or relations II much as ii poaaible. 
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Thia relation is uaed to show that two description• are conatrained to be the 1ame thing. This is 
ued primarily in 1ituation1 in which it is not possible to uae role-play linb to connect to rolel. 
For example, consider the following de8nition of the concept 0 uncle": 

This diagram statea that the aapectu,.l Aunt/Uncle (intuitively, either an aunt or an uncle) ia 
the sibling of a parent of the Niece/Nephew aapectual. Thia presumes a parent-child relation-
1hip, and a sibling relationship, which are not further de&ned above. The peculiar 
A/U·Slbllns-Fact and Parent-Rel-Fad and their aapec:tuals are a technical device needed to 
provide objtcts that mean "sibling of Aunt/Uncle" and "parent ol Niece/Nephew". 

Probably this repreaentation ia too abstract - aeparate and more redundant representation, lor 
"aunt" and "uncle", defined in term• ol "&iater" and "brother" rather than "sibling" may be cog
nitively more accurate. The same use of equate is required, of course. 

4.1.1. GENERIC-INDIVIDUAL 

This relation ii uaed to define a concept that ac&a aa an exemplar or another concept. Properties 
that are typically true ol a concept but not strictly necesaary may be auerted about a concept 
that ia in a GENERIC-INDIVIDUAL relation to another concept. Information abor:.t "proto
~ypes" can be accommodated in this manner. GENEKIC-INDIVIDU.AL ia aimilar to the 
8 TYPE feature of Fablman's NETL ayatem (Fahlman 1979). 

,.1.a. Mlnlal A-pectual Sete 

One problem with KODIAK u currently presented is that there ii no obvious way &o determine 
what ia necessary to do to instantiate a concept. For example, auppoae we want to · encode the 
tact that John waa killed. Looking at the repreaentation tor "kill" propose above, it might appear 
that a copy of the entire structure conatrainiag Klll-el'ect would have to be copied, in order to 
auert that some particular individual died. This aeems wasteful, since specifying the Klll·vlctlm 
ii all the information that is neceuary. 
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Tboae aspectuals from which the rest of the aspectuala of a concept may be computed are called 
tbe minimcat caar,ectucd ,et. This set represents the essential unknown information about a panic· 
ular concept. The minimal aspectual set lor Klll would include Klll·vlctlm, but not 
Kiil-effect, 1ay, since latter ia determined by the former. 

Only those aapectuals contained ia the minimal aapectual set or a concept ever need to be 
1peci8ed. For example, in the eame representation for "kill'', the Dier of the DeatHvent con
cept ii 1peci8ed, but the Death-Initial aad Death-flnal are not, as they are completely de&er· 
mined from the given information. 

&. Advantage• of the Propoeal 

Greater Repreeentatlonal Scope 

Most of the power or KODIAK comes from the lac& that it ia a relation-based sya&em. KODIAK 
ii not unique in tbia reaped; it jU1t tends to provide more objects thaa other systems do. E. g., 
what are "slots" ia o&her systems are object.a (aspestuals) in KODIAK, as ia &be lac& &bat some 
concept bas a "slot". So not only can we de8ae the concept.a implicit io "slo&" names, but we can 
assert information about the kind of "slot", lor example, whether a given coacep& can maailut 
only one aucb relation, or stveral. KODIAK a&tempte &o provide a way to express how people 
think about certain kinda or concept.a, ia addition to the expresaionl or facts. 

Uniformity with Canonical Form 

KODIAK is rather uniform, making fewer unmotivated aad unneceuaey distinctions between 
kinds of concepts, levels of representation, e&c. This ia true not just in co?Dpariaon to ayatems like 
CD, but in contrast to more uniform formalisms like semantic networks, FRAIL and .KL-ONE. 
However, unlike some or these systems, KODIAK makes au explicit commitment to cognitive 
correspondence. 

Undefined and Partlally-Deftned Concept. 

While some concepts do "'°"e de8ni&ioaa, maay apparently do not. For example, &be concept 
"Jew" baa many things that we know to be true about it, but it is not clear which ii aay or these 
are de8aitioaal. One may argue that there is a lormal definition, e. g., a Jew is someone whose 
mother ia a Jew. But this fact ia not known to everyone who bas a iuoctioaal use or the concept, 
and therefore seems to be beside the point. Furthermore, we have the cluaic example of Putnam, 
wbo claims that ordinary folk have a functional knowledge or the concept "gold", but must 
appeal to some expert, ,~ho really hows what gold is, in order to determine if some item ii truly 
gold or Dot. In addition, it bas been ,:!aimed that moat natural kind concept, bave no de6nitional 
information predicated about tbem. Instead, &bey are clusten or generally true information. 

While KODIAK support concepts witb real defiaitic-.. ,, it permits concepts that have none. For 
example, natural kind concepts can be represented b, dellaitionlesa objects that have man7 asser
tions about tlaeir "generic-individual." In this m:ulner, any degree of de8nition ii aU~able. 



pcny r.aar. aampae 11ngu1111c 1orm1 l•· e., one's tbat seem to be easily understood) can be eaaily 
represented. For example, to represent the fad "Bill wu tilled", we need only create a new sym-

038 bol designating the particular event, and a new symbol designating the peraon and then grow the 
appropriate links. To represent .. John killed Bill", we could add further linb illdicating that the 
new event ia also an Action, with "John" being the Actor. 

Now, if we wished to represent II John tilled Bill intentionally", we would 8rat have to have 
represented the concept IDtended·Actlon. Tbil could be represented u a kind of Action in 
wbicb the Actor Willing something is the actual Came of that thing. Thea the representation 
ol the sentence just entaila an additional DOMINATE liak to this concept. 

Tbe advantage here is that we capture the lull semantic• of these aeatences, but do not require 
processing that seems out ot line with tbe ease with wbicb these sentences can be understood. 

o. Comment, 

0,1. KODIAK and KL-ONE 

KODIAK ia probably moat similar to KL-ONE. Certainly, some goals are 1bared by both 1y1e 
tems, e. g., tbe desire to ovecome epistemological weaknesses. Also, both promote a prolileration 
or objects. Tbe systems have other similarities, such aa treating slots II ohjecta; the structured 
mappings or KODIAK are generalized from KL-ONE's notion or cables. In addition, while KL
ONE does not explicitly address all the criteria ol representation suggested here, it is not neces
sarily in violation or them either. 

A few minor difereaces between KL-ONE aod KODIAK were noted above. For example, objects 
in KL-ONE are marked aa being generic or individual, while this ia a relative chatiactioo in 
KODIAK. But probably the moat significant dilerencea are the following; Al suggested above, 
KL-ONE is subject to the .. belonging fallacy", and so it does not meet the criterion of interpreta.
bility. ID addition, there ia nothing corresponding to views in KL-ONE. Hence, the tiada of 
things represea~ by them in KODIAK could not be readily represented in KL-ONE. 

I.I. Experience with the Syltem 

KODIAK implementations have been created and used in a number or taab. In particular, Peter 
No"i& baa implemented a version or KODIAK that bu been used extensively in hia FAUSTUS 
text uaderatandiag system, and II the buia for a UC (UNIX Consultant) system. Tbe details of 
tbia implementation, and or ita application to UC, appear under separate cover. 

o.a. Problem• 

An outstanding feature or both KODIAK and KL-ONE is the proliferation of concepts. Rather 
than a small set. of semantic notions from wbicb all meaning ia derived, there will end up being 
many more concepts in KODIAK than there are words or a given language. Tbie does not. appear 
to be problematic, because, a.a w11 argued above, more reductionistic systems seem to end up with 
such concepts one way or another. What we have provided is a uniform meau to represent. these 
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notions, independent or tbeir particular semantic content. 

There are many details to be worked out in KODIAK. We have not yet determined bow beat to 
aaaert intormation about aapectuala. For example, we may want to talk about a Cl relation aa 
being "one-many", etc., or aa being transitive, meaning tbe concept III another, which truly III the 
one in question. 

We are attempting to do without any notion or a variable, and assume that quaati8cation can be 
accommodated by asM:rtiona about general categories to reffed a commonsense "acoping" capabil
ity. For example, phrases such aa "moat books" and "all boob" are represented aa KODlAK 
concepts which partition the claaa or booka, and which might be predicated upon, rather than by 
introducing quantifiers over expreaaiona. At this atage we do not fully understand an the conse
quences or this assumption. 

In general, these isnes which appear to be problematic ror KODIAK are also problematic for all 
ayatems. We are hopeful that the framework established in KODIAK will be able to accommo
date aolutiona to these problems without radical changes, although we have not bad enough 
experience with the system to support such a claim. 
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